ENGAGEMENT REPORT
November 2017

1 Summary and high-level findings
The communities of the Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake area (Lower Kootenay Band, Regional
District of Central Kootenay Areas A, B and C, and the Town of Creston)are working together to
find joint economic opportunities and actions. To accomplish this, there has been extensive
outreach and discussion with community members, businesses, partners and other
stakeholders. Engagement to date has focused on understanding the strengths, challenges and
priority opportunities for economic development in the area.
This document compiles the ideas, priorities and concerns that arose throughout the
engagement activities. Part 1 of the document provides a summary and overview of the
findings. Part 2 provides detailed results from the community and business survey, vulnerable
populations outreach, and all other outreach and engagement.
The following engagement activities were conducted in Phase 1 of this planning process, and
the results from which are included in this document:













Interviews with large employers, local businesses, Chambers of Commerce, educational
institutions and other key stakeholders and partners
“Business Beat” interviews with businesses
Vulnerable populations outreach: Two surveys were conducted in order to better
understand the needs, priorities and challenges faced by vulnerable populations. One
survey was completed by agencies and one by individuals who access services.
Open House at the Creston Rec Complex (November 8, 2017)
Steering Committee Meeting with over 40 community leaders, business owners, service
providers and others
Booth at the Creston Fall Fair, where we interacted with roughly 300 people
Community Survey: 700 people opened the survey and about 600 completed the whole
survey. About 160 business owners/managers or self-employed individuals took part,
and answered a separate section for businesses
Facebook page: 150 followers
Five youth activities in schools
Six presentations at community meetings
Area A Economic Development Committee meetings
Five ambassadors have been hired (one from each area) to do direct outreach within
their area, which has included:
o Kitchen Table Talks throughout Area A
o One-on-one conversations in each community
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1.1 Key Findings
Strengths we can build on
Most people felt that the key strengths of the area were the natural amenities and recreational
opportunities – on other words, the quality of life (e.g., clean air and water, land quality,
appearance of the area, outdoor recreation, slower pace of life etc.). Business owners
overwhelmingly said that they chose to locate in Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake for these
reasons as well. Many people felt that the agricultural assets (land, soil, existing operations,
knowledge and skills) were very promising to build on. Arts and culture and friendly people
were also popular.
There was a strong feeling that we need to be creative in order to build on these unique assets,
rather than succumbing to cookie-cutter big box development.
Challenges to overcome
Some common challenges that came up were:
 Availability of employment opportunities
 Distance and transportation connections
 Access to services
 Non-local spending
 Housing (safe, accessible, affordable), daycare
Goals for improving the economy
The most common goals that came up again and again were:
 Attract more families/ young people to the area
 Create more jobs
 Attract new business and investment
 Improve services
 Diversify the economy
 A thriving small business and entrepreneurial culture
Working for a living
60% of survey respondents have their ‘ideal job situation’, while 40% don’t. Of those who don’t,
the most common reason was that the right job for them just isn’t available locally, or that the
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jobs they could get were lower wages then they wanted. The high proportion of seasonal jobs
was also a factor.
Living wage: The living wage in the Creston area is about $16.67/hour. That’s the amount it
takes, working full time, to cover basic necessities and nothing more.
 About 28% of respondents who reported working full time reported making at or below
the living wage
 About 34% of business owners or managers reported making at or below the living wage
 About 29% of those who are self-employed, artists or freelance reporting making at or
below the living wage
 About 66% of those employed part-time reported making at or below the living wage
Inclusive growth
Economic development must be inclusive of all residents of the area (current and future). The
project team took special care to reach out to youth and vulnerable populations (seniors were
already well represented through general outreach). In many ways their input mirrored that of
the population at large, but there were some specific findings pertaining to these groups,
including:
 The unique economic contributions of youth and vulnerable populations include
creative ideas and energy, dedicated and loyal workforce, and filling jobs that are harder
to fill (e.g. seasonal work, lower wage, manual labour). Both of these populations may
also purchase more goods locally due to a lack of transportation options.
 The biggest economic-enhancing opportunities for vulnerable populations were housing
(safe, affordable), employment opportunities, affordable daycare and public
transportation. Working with employers to raise wages would also be critical.
 Some unique challenges for youth were a perceived lack of things to do, and ability
access to other places (where, presumably, more fun things were happening!).
Local spending
The importance of shopping locally, and increasing the proportion of local spending, was heard
loud and clear across all forms of engagement. This includes spending by residents, businesses,
and large purchasers like hospitals, schools and government. In the survey, the number one
challenge cited by business owners was that residents don’t understand the importance of
shopping locally.
Survey respondents indicated that they did about 60% of their spending at local businesses.
Those who reported higher incomes also reported doing more of their spending at local
businesses. Selection was the number one reason why people shopped at non-local businesses,
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which presents an opportunity to better match the needs of shoppers with the goods sold at
local businesses.
Doing business in Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake
Most business owners reported that they choose to do business in the area because of the
quality of life (weather, clean environment, beauty, ‘best place on earth’). Many said things like
‘I choose to live here despite making less than I would elsewhere’.
In terms of ways to improve the economy, the most popular comments from businesses
revolved around increased business collaboration throughout the region, better coordination
with the college to ensure there are qualified workers, and coaching on digital marketing
and/or reaching new markets. The coaching comments are consistent with the Business
Retention and Expansion surveys done several years ago. While some people said that
workshops work for them, others stressed that more targeted one-on-one support would be
more useful.
The main challenges to doing business here are non-local spending, difficulty in reaching
markets, and ability to recruit labour. Of those with recruitment challenges, people reported
that recruiting from within the community is difficult because people don’t have the right
qualifications or work ethic, and recruiting from outside the area can be difficult due to housing
availability, lack of daycare spots and remoteness.

Action ideas
There were hundreds of action ideas put forward. The project team took the most popular or
promising actions and organized these into key themes, and also gauged their popularity across
the various engagement methods.
Key themes and priority action ideas are shown on the following page, along with a ‘colour
code’ showing the level of support from the various forms of engagement (dark green = very
stronger support, yellow = less support but still came up a few times).
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1.2 Next steps
These actions will be evaluated and analyzed by the Steering Committee, Partners, project
team and others on the following factors:



How well each strategy/action meets the community’s goals
The feasibility of each action, including
o Cost and funding (which takes into account implementation cost (time and
effort) as well as funding/resources availability.
o Technical feasibility: Level of confidence that we can implement it and achieve
the expected outcomes (in other words, is it a sure bet or a long shot?)
o Political feasibility: I.e. Partner support (at the strategy level) from November 7-9
meetings. Results were from the ‘gut ranking’ exercise.
o Community and steering committee support

From there, we will meet with stakeholders to select which actions to move forward with, and
who will be involved in implementing them.
The remainder of this report includes more detailed engagement data from the various
engagement methods (survey, interviews, etc.).
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2 Results from specific engagement activities
There are three reports in this section:
1) Vulnerable Populations Questionnaires
2) Survey Report
3) Other Engagement Report
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2.1 Vulnerable Populations Questionnaire
Two surveys were conducted in order to better understand the needs, priorities and challenges
faced by vulnerable populations in Creston Valley- Kootenay Lake. One survey was completed
by the Executive Directors / staff at agencies who work with vulnerable populations, and the
other by individuals who access the services of these organizations. The responses of these two
surveys are below.
2.1.1 Agencies engaged with Vulnerable Populations
What unique contributions do vulnerable populations bring to the table in terms of economic
development? How can we further nurture these?
 Economic stability for the area
 LKB has done phenomenal under leadership of Jason Louie (Chief). Created new
employment opportunities.
 Sturgeon nose canoes (project), TIP1 Camp, Cultural works at the school (2 a week home
links), Jason Louie (Chief) bringing back cultural aspects (singing, hunting
camps/education into his community). Revitalize the cultural camps (hide tanning,
fishing, berries, and mushroom picking).
 They know what they need better than anyone else.
 Seniors who are vulnerable create jobs for others. Vulnerable populations also hire locals
(trades) if seniors fill a gap in work force and seniors shop locally and eat locally.
 Desire to belong, life experience, desire to be connect in community, self-taught skills,
willingness to contribute, compassion and community kitchen, reactivate green houses,
workshop space to build and sell product.
 Dedication. Able to fill niche gaps in workplace. Offer workplace to be inclusive.
 Three staff on customized employment (from KES). Affordable, job employment for rec
centre doing tasks to contribute to service delivery. Spend money in town.
 Vulnerable populations have unique skills in navigating their economic reality. It is
important, in order to nurture these contributions, that we understand fully what their
economic reality is, from their perspectives and lived experiences. We may further
nurture these unique skills and contributions by creating opportunity for us to learn and
understand, to 'meet' people where they are, and to be conscious that their views and
perspectives, may be different to ours, but are as valuable (may be more so)
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 More dependable, stable, stay longer in a lower paying position while working for less
desirable jobs. Hard workers. Sometimes working for small businesses that have
struggles as well.
 Cultural diversity, whether it be immigrants, the deaf community, people with cognitive
disabilities, etc. Often immigrants are willing to start off working in Canada (Creston) at
lower paying jobs that are difficult for employers to fill. Immigrants often bring unique
skills form their home country which allow them to start unique businesses here that we
don't have already (i.e. Famous Fritz, shoemaker, various ethnic restaurants, etc.)
 Info re. what their particular needs and skills are. Willingness and need to take on part
time, seasonal, low pay and low skill level work. Labour pool dedicated to shopping and
staying in Creston as opposed to travelling for better prices. Transport often limited.
 They often have a unique perspective that many can take for granted about our
community. Assistance for vulnerable populations can create job opportunities (relates
to issues in #2). By having a community that supports vulnerable populations they can
feel a better connection to their community - that connection makes for a more inclusive
and supportive community as a whole. Stereotypes can be diminished as access and
availability increases. The division between vulnerable and non-vulnerable is decreased as positive for everyone.
 Lots of supported employment for persons with disabilities to work that others are not
wanting or interested in doing. Employment for other people in the community.
 Cresteramics has 25 employers who employ persons with disabilities. 15 years of
experience in employment. Loyal, long term employees. Reliable. Have a storefront
location 12 years. 40 artists on consignment store help support programming. Some
programming out of storefront. PWD employ others. Long term stable employees. Bring
people to our community. Flavour and flair to our community. Employers open to create
place in their business for PWDs. Inclusive community. Community watches - caring and
protecting PWDs.
 Refugee workers - hard working, terrific, and loyal to employers. Seasonal workers (i.e.
pickers) bring liveliness to the streets. Bring to the table the not so pretty picture (the
real issues that need to be solved within the community. AREAS breakfast program
vulnerable children help others.
 Seasonal work that others don't want to do, clients from Spectrum Farms (gardening
market, etc.). Volunteers (90-100 people seasonally, seniors, widows) contribute to
thriving community.
 Spectrum Farms fruitful to the community. Continue to expand and measure awareness
of program.
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 They may have better grass roots, understanding of bartering of trade.
 Often, they are very creative selling their produce and are glad to be working hard to
minimal wages doing manual labour. Sharing their unique culture and expertise of
talents opens our minds and builds connections between people. Create a local COOP so
they can sell their produce and art easily.
 Vulnerable populations face a greater challenge to find sustainable employment or any
at all. Despite frequently possessing a variety of skills and talents. They are often more
comfortable performing repetition tasks then the general population.
 Different perspective on what economic development means. By making people
accessible from this population to gain insights into unique needs.
 Willingness to be flexible with their work hours.
 Willing to work any kind of job. Want to work and be productive.
 Bring local purchasing to our community because they cannot afford transportation.
Qualify for daycare subsidy to help employ child care workers. Utilize employment and
education programs, which employ staff at KES and COTR. Seek assistance at agencies
such as Service BC, Valley Community Services, Ktunaxa Kinbasket Child and Family
Services, and Kootenay Community Services. Can often teach us about their experiences,
challenges, traditions, and culture.
 Often have strong resiliency and have experiences difficult and diverse life events that
might have unique value - using those perceived weaknesses as strengths.
 Shop local (supporting business). Work local (do jobs that others don't). WE CAN
advocate for higher wages provide services at lower rates.
 Provide lots of physical labour willing to do work that other don’t want to do.
What are the biggest economic-related issues or challenges that vulnerable populations are
facing?
Housing


Faced by barriers perpetrated by services that are created in ignorance to the pervasive
nature of poverty. Many of our clients cannot afford a vehicle, or even a phone. Cannot
access family justice services in Cranbrook or Nelson. Some can't participate in employment
programs in town because they live in rural areas. Those with a phone have no way for
potential employers to call them. Even income assistance has created multiple technological
barriers to accessing supports. Even with the recent $100 per month increase, clients
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without children cannot afford rent. Homelessness is the biggest economic-related issue
that I see facing vulnerable populations facing.
Housing, lots of people in rental units for sale, causes instability for families. Rent very high,
not very affordable. People using social media to find rentals.
Housing (no homeless shelter). People have tried to access Nelson shelter but often full.
Sometimes our Creston Safe Home is full. Sometimes have to move out of the community
with children or stay here at risk. Disruption of children's school
More appropriate housing needed but have adequate housing (i.e. some houses have 1
person in a 4-bedroom reserve house).
Affordable housing that also allows pets. Social stigma. Could use a localized run bus
service. Can apply disability rates.
Affordable housing (housing in general), food security, jobs (especially men), transportation
Affordable rental (lots of for sale property empty and not rented).
Finding places to live (often can't pay rent, ask ministerial association). Expensive food, rent,
gas, transportation. Other expenses chip away at ability to pay rent. Lots should not be
driving/seniors/addictions.
Affordable housing. Affordable utilities. Healthy food. Assistance w/ home repair and
maintenance
Local level - lack of affordable, decent, and safe housing, that considers the variety of
challenges facing vulnerable populations (including youth 17-25). Lake of employment
environments that are sensitive to the challenges of this population.
Regional/Provincial level - realistic living income, whether it be benefits or wage. Better
access to affordable nutrition and supplementary health care. Better access to subsidised
support and home care
Housing, dental care, too many persons living in debt (Canadians have high personal debt).
Affordable housing that are semi-independent. Rentals expensive and a constant challenge.
Could do more supported employment if had more money. Have a wait list.
Well I guess poverty, lack of affordable housing. Usually low stilled cons have no sick
benefits. This population may be predisposed to illnesses. Single parents still pay too much
for day care. Restaurant industry is allowed to send people home w/ no pay if it is not busy.
Can't make ends meet (why they access food bank-need food). Rentals are expensive always looking for affordable housing. Health issues (special diets), education limited,
limited job opportunities.
Lack of affordable housing, out of town employment that leads to split family environments.
Access for disabled individuals. Support for adult males. Lack of affordable licensed daycare.
Transportation is an issue for childcare workers being able to access programs for early
years. Isolation
Affordable and adequate housing.
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Safe housing (cost, age appropriate or not), skill development to take care of rental. Not
enough choices.
Safe housing rentals. Hard to find housing allowing pets - which are part of people's
families. Finding meaningful employment in the community. Finding hours to fit around
children.
When working-living on less than living wage. Outrageous housing and rental costs for the
average income. When on assistance - without children, nearly impossible to secure
affordable housing. Homeless issues, cannot secure work without basic needs (housing) met
first.
Home ownership. No housing supporting lower incomes/availability. High fees for activities.
Low wages.
Lack of affordable housing. Part time work with low pay. High cost of clothing or no options
to buy locally. No family support and difficulty finding quality child care in order to be able
to work.
Need social housing (don't know where some families live) loss of personal security.
Substance use (significant).
Reasonable rent for immigrant renters.
Poverty and the social problems associated with it (illness addictions). Affordable housing is
hard to come by unless it is mouldy and unsafe to live in (below standards). Often
vulnerable populations lack education and training and have offspring to support alone.
They have difficulty finding and keeping employment. Mental health issues are huge (lack of
ambition and work ethics).

Employment







Lack of diverse jobs - good to attract new producers (agriculture or other sectors). Living in
a mountain valley, not near big centres.
Need for sheltered employment. Vulnerable populations need time (5 years?) to develop
skills. Need ongoing support as learning skills transition. Adult housing - people with unique
abilities are able to slowly learn independence, confidence in a supported cluster living
model. The participants agree to work towards decreasing support over time as they
develop independence. The focus is always to learn skills that enable participants to live
quality full lives to the best of their abilities.
Supportive employment would be better for success. Life skills (what to wear for a job
interview, what to eat for breakfast, etc.). Drivers education. Lack of resources for men (i.e.
safe house from women but not men).
Sustainable work. More places to fit into the fabric of community. Economic pool not large
or diverse enough.
Sustainable employment for families; not seasonal.
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Lack of opportunity (no base of good paying jobs), Work and education (lack of
opportunity).
Lack of good pay, adequate pay. Must work many jobs to make ends meet. Housing issues.

Transportation
















Town ok, outside areas a challenge for transportation.
Transportation of goods a challenge for some businesses
Transportation (to and from reserve), lack of training. Sometimes for jobs - they can't get
back and forth (no public transportation, lack of vehicles).
Juggling jobs, childcare and finances, keeping employment is a difficulty when having a
trauma history. Lack of education & training, lack of transportation to and from the Reserve
to Creston community.
Drugs and alcohol issues still occur.
The Band has hired 2 new positions (Drug & Alcohol and Trauma Counselling). Mental
health issues and anxiety.
Public transportation a problem. Challenges with health authority/senior reassessment
vulnerable populations don't always know about what resources are available.
Find employment. Affordable housing. Transportation.
Transportation - often new immigrants don't have cars, driver’s licenses, etc. We need
much better bus service in the valley; including to rural worksites.
Transportation a struggle from outer areas (Wynndel, West Creston, Lister, Arrow Creek).
No weekend services. Hard to find skilled workers to support PWDs.
Adequate transportation (no weekend transportation for extended employment)
It will be an issue soon. Bus only runs certain hours. Accessibility an issue/downtown for
wheelchairs.
This group is often limited by mobility and transportation issues. Housing (adequate) is
often an issue.
Transportation (rental outside of town) no vehicle, hard to get around. Pets show
commitment to something. A challenge to find a rental with pets allowed.
Transportation, owning a car (often a deficit). Housing (affordable) needed. Hard to find
rentals with/for children and pets in community. Not a lot of high paying jobs - $20 and up.

Education, Training and Social Programs


Lack of history and experience in Canada to enable them to access: good jobs, financing
for their businesses, if want to be self-employed, unfamiliarity with laws and legal
system.



Help programs for employment/business development.
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The greatest obstacle is educating and assisting prospective employers in how
vulnerable populations can be a good fit in their businesses.



Affordable (free) childcare - often immigrant women can't access English language
training because there is no child care available that they can afford.



Housing. Childcare. Jobs (low paying no benefits). Lack of advocacy resources. Need for
better transport i.e. medical bus to Trail.



Many volunteers are vulnerable themselves. Some have families, others have no
support (coming from AB or other places. Lack of vehicles (financial issues).

What are the areas where local governments and communities from across the Creston ValleyKootenay Lake could work together to have the most impact to improve the issues you
mentioned above?











Creston and Erickson amalgamate, perhaps attract more business (because of business
base) population numbers. Housing - town houses lacking, more affordable to people.
Other comments, lack of resources for vulnerable men (family breakdown), family violence
woman and children at home or in transition houses. Males are sleeping in cars. How does
KES work with vulnerable populations different than others who are seeking work? Younger
men under 30 who don't have a driver's licenses are vulnerable.
Want to see halfway house for bountiful crime prevention. A healing center for men.
Some childcare on reserve would be great! Need trauma counselling on reserve. Supportive
employment for persons with trauma history.
RDCK needs to work with LKB, a bus stop. Previous conversations that the Band has to pay a
large sum to have service. Service twice a day would be helpful. Would like to see some
industry on reserve for women (to help with isolation). They have no transportation.
Flexible employment (may only be able to work 3 hours a day with mental health issues.
Reward at end of the day. Pay more immediate FAS clients). Poverty reduction program
with others in the community. Kitchen life skills - produce from garden. Lunch program.
Creating affordable housing. Accessible transit system (from Yahk - Creston - Lake). Create
more jobs or help people find them.
Town and RDCK work with Housing Society for more options for seniors. Look at integrated
housing (in same complex - seniors, families, all incomes). Ideal transportation - seniors pick
up at bus stop, take them to grocery store, bus hourly for seniors to be picked up (due to
age). Broader and expanded bus service for entire community.
Utility subsidies. Renewable energy development (solar, wind, geothermal, methane). Social
housing w/ interactive centres + community kitchens. Regional harvest management &
shared distributed to community kitchens.
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Community offer to work to get unique enterprising non-profit that supports itself as it
offers sheltered employment/skills training.
2018 Recreation Master Plan - take a full year. Will have community consultation.
Local governments and communities are in a position to lobby provincial government and
systems, and to speak to the unique needs of our vulnerable populations, in our remote
rural community. Community awareness and education, to reduce barriers and stigma.
Collaborate on getting big trucks off main street. Create a vibrant community (like Fernie)
without trucks.
Chamber, Town, RDCK, could reach out to immigrants - make their literature written in plain
language. Ensure reasonable rent for office/classroom space for non-profit s to help
immigrants learn more about life in Canada.
Support for organizations currently working on these issues. Tax exemptions and
community grants. Things that work are medical bus and telemedicine, physician
recruitment.
Community plan - many discussions included areas being developed as multi-unit "parks"
i.e. Barcelona are developing superblocks - multiple single-family dwellings, businesses
surrounding a central park, street traffic is limited. When support is increased for vulnerable
populations those individuals can then become potential employees. Jobs increase as
support increases. Increased transportation for early year populations (i.e. need for multiple
car seat transportation)
Collaborate more on transportation (expand service, more diverse, user-friendly service).
Town of Creston needs to go back to age-friendly designation to implement what they said
they would do.
Collaboration between government and housing society. Need an expanded service for
transportation. Needs assessment of accessibility downtown for wheelchairs and moms
with strollers. Have someone who has a disability do this. Housing Model which includes
support for PWD; less independent or need some transitioning.
Skilled workers initiatives committee, KES, Town, RDCK, Ashram? - creative.
Harnessing people who helped with Legacy Place for housing. Pull together people who
have knowledge of certain sector areas and move forward.
Increase minimum wage (don’t get a lot on social assistance, rates too low to live on
opportunities for courses (in gardening, stretching your money to help vulnerable
populations be more self-sufficient.)
Create supplemental income/employment opportunities for those on disability.
Know labour laws re/ not paying people for shifts, sending them home. 2) speak louder re/
increasing min. wage and income assistance benefits, 3) Design temporary job roster.
Improve services in small town and get buses between the communities to share
services/resources for in person support. Easier, improved access to health care (need
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increase in doctors, social workers, counsellors) in each community. Local governments
could subsidize more businesses locally to encourage the hiring of people with disabilities.
Working with the Provincial government to encourage current funding and future increases
to support current employment supports (KES) and commitments to supported housing and
increased access to public transportation.
Creation of additional employment opportunities - full or almost full-time work. Providing
incentives to employers to provide these opportunities. And housing.
Support housing. Bring in more business to increase supply and add competition to reduce
prices. Tax break to encourage home day cares.
Need to work on safe and affordable housing - As a community, model after Habitat for
Humanity - PCSS involvement/trades college - trades support to help build. Government,
communities and CBT working together.
Habitat for humanity project (everyone supporting this)
Our local governments and communities could create change through more affordable
housing projects, job creation and living wage initiatives, increased local services, and or
daily medical bus service. However, the number one priority I see is desperate need for a
homeless shelter accessible to all.
Consideration for a homeless shelter. Affordable housing - for families AND individuals.
Concentration on fair living wages - HUGE discrepancy between some in town, the middle
class, and others (vulnerable).
Lower fees at CDCC. Subsidies through municipalities or RDCK for wages. Less disconnect,
more communications with this sector.
Need an economic action strategy to increase development in the area, to grow and thrive.

What elements or themes would you like to see in the "Economic Action Strategy" for vulnerable
populations?





Housing, transportation (for rural, bus system not flexible to attend programs, public
transport limited), day care initiatives (June 2017 - lost 8 spaces, group daycare, Jan 2018 lose 7 spaces, family daycare), very challenging to find childcare for their children or go in
crisis finding day care for persons to work.
Housing, unique housing for Bountiful and housing resources for men, transportation
Holistic approach (communal) regarding employment and all the rest of a person's life - very
important for aboriginal people; 2) Have affordable housing on reserve (some wait list); 3)
Transportation a real need (for persons) - No public transportation bus stop on reserve and
most of population don't have vehicles; 4) Persons with trauma history do well for a period
of time regarding employment, then spiral down. Many ups and downs. Need a plan (in
advance) when a spiral happens. Need network of supports; 5) Need to help families with
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healing in own community on reserve and breakdown stigmas in mainstream community
where healing also needs to happen.
Appropriate housing (smaller housing). Broader transportation system across the valley.
More diverse job opportunities. More supportive employment. Adult educational outreach
to the reserve (i.e. College).
Quicker healthcare, housing, transportation
Accessibility. Inclusive. Flexible. Diverse. Partnering. Mentorship.
Housing, supported, sheltered work/volunteerism.
Create reasonable training in community to compete in the job market. Voluntary or
otherwise, seniors in economic plan (to contribute) maybe seniors can fill some gaps.
A theme of inclusiveness, and willingness to learn and understand. To not lose sight, in an
effort to improve our local economy, that each member of this population group is a unique
individual, with a unique life experience, views, and onions. In the formation of the
strategy, what if the ideas and visions of the population we are intending to
support/represent, do not fit with the received end plan? Is there room for this?
Safe housing (central to well-being), attract good jobs into valley, vulnerable seniors having
to re-enter the work force as widows, after divorce, low income.
Public transportation, more jobs for adequate wage.
Broadening of areas considered: Child care is a business issue; ditto housing especially here
where there are many low paid jobs. Training for workforce for vulnerable workers (KES
influential in this area). Many support organizations are already on board with the mandate
of this new organization.
Eliminating stereotypes and stigmas. Collaboration between agencies - i.e. when we have
an individual who needs more support than just literacy we can support the transition to
another agency. Transportation for childcare workers so those children are able to access
day programs around our community.
Persons with disabilities aging and young persons with disabilities. Transportation. Housing.
Entrepreneurial opportunities for persons with disabilities (supported but independent and
contributing)
Education (Transitioning to employment program) at college (excellent). More inclusion
with big business. Need support by town to encourage this.
Increasing job pool. How to create more inclusion in events. Safe, affordable, and supported
housing. How to support young persons with disabilities. Higher functioning clients need to
be more visible (Kootenay Community Council Table). Cluster living 2-3 persons, own
rooms, have access to support person.
Seniors integration/with younger persons. Mixed might work when clients have
emergencies or hardship. Huge gap to get on services.
Ask vulnerable populations of what matters to them. Safe housing and central (close to
services, well placed housing)
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Opportunity to pursue further training - mentorship (helping with life skills, gardening,
canning). Housing (affordable). Help with car insurance, emotional supports, etc. Help
making goals to reach milestones. Families need support from someone who cares. Make
sure that families know what is available for resources.
More opportunities for employment, inclusivity, integration
There are some people who are simply not employable and I think that needs
acknowledgement and planning support rather than pushing them through employment
programs. Flexible workforce jobs.
Alternative education program at high school. Plans to address mental health support.
Improve training and employment programs with living allowances and incentives to
employees. Increase day cares and early years programming.
Making vulnerable populations more visible particularly in business and employment.
Promoting the idea that we all have a contribution to make and we all want to be able to
participate as productive members of society.
Winnipeg Housing Model - Increase in full time adequately paid work. Housing
opportunities alternative ideas to reduce housing costs for low income/seniors/families.
Increase programming to support this population. Increase small business opportunities.
Decrease taxes for commercial property to increase business opportunities and business
taxes.
Housing. Small business increase - lower taxes. Quality childcare. Full time increase paid
jobs.
Personal security - people
Housing. Not user friendly public transportation (for everyone). More affordable daycare
spaces for infant/toddlers under age 3. A crisis for thriving (vulnerable) community. Goal
should be licensed daycare if they can't find day care - they can’t move into the workforce.
Foundations of Change > Homeless to housing.
Focus on affordable housing. Living wage. Job creation - Jobs for the vulnerable population.
Bigger housing projects for low income families (more available spaces)
A more diverse economic opportunity base. Educational opportunities increased links to
resources.
Vulnerable populations at the rec centre: mental health, early dementia, at risk youth,
leisure access problem (health support), Parkinson’s program, diabetes program,
physioworks, medical - stroke, disabilities (special Olympics), younger families (lots of
money challenges), obese persons. Discounted swims and skates (also sponsored events) at
recreation centre, decrease in leisure access program (subsidy program - income based)
Vulnerable populations for Public Health - people using needle exchange services, pain
management, single parents/children under 6, medical issues, low income expenses,
teenagers (boys and girls), anxiety and depression.
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Hard to find reliable financial help for Gleaners.

Part of the final strategy will include indicators for measure progress on ED. We want to make
sure that the set of indicators chosen is inclusive of the economic reality of vulnerable
populations. Can you think of any indicators we should use? Is this something you already
collect data on?













Stake holders meeting to discuss lack of male resources, Bountiful/Mormon Hills Steering
Committee just created "Safety Net in the Kootenays", measure continuation of this
initiative. Measure whether transportation public system has expanded to meet the needs
of the community. Lack of resources for men - i.e. women go to shelter (with domestic
violence) and no place to send men for help (sometimes men sleeping in cars) need a
healing centre for them. Bountiful/Mormon Hills communities have unique challenges if
they leave (to fit into our mainstream community). Feel we need a home (like a safe home)
strictly for Bountiful (women leaving with children) as the current safe home doesn't work.
Bountiful side doesn't know about finances (looking for work) or what is abuse, lack of
sexual body awareness. Literacy understanding limited. Pockets of limited life skills.
Transportation challenges - Lower Kootenay Band - lack of vehicles, would like to see
expanded bus service to outer lying areas.
Measuring coming to work, if life skills = production and quality of life. Measure
participation (employment). Measure collaboration with LKB and other partners. Measure
LKB member feeling more that they live in an inclusive community. Members dress up/have
a good resume, work drops off - feeling disdain and disrespect from mainstream
community. Measure a more expansive transportation system. Measure more supportive
employment opportunities.
Use of bus system (with expanded service) - # of trips. # of housing units + wait lists
Participation. Wellness. Comfort. Trust. Jobs. Number of stable population. Increase in
disposable income.
# of training opportunities linked to more jobs secured.
If indicators are to be inclusive, the indicators should be meaningful and relevant to the
population, and best reflect their reality.
Unemployment rate (use as indicator), rental opportunities
Count # of businesses started by new immigrants. Track # of new immigrants getting jobs
here.
Survey of vulnerable populations as their level of satisfaction to progress made over a given
period of time. Survey service providers.
We input all our participants into the decode database - decode is the provincial literacy
organization. Data is confidential - numbers only to demonstrate the # of participants in
programs, hrs in programs (and in tutoring hours one to one as well), many programs have
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benchmarks in the areas of reading, writing, numeracy, IT from Level 1 (or below) to Level 4.
If we continue to have participants in our program :)
Employment #s measure changes for transportation expansion count supported (business)
with persons with disabilities.
# of persons employed and hours of employment. Increased employment in big business.
College program - practicum students process (Town and big business get involved. # of out
of town clients participating in current transportation.
measure new housing units and meet vulnerable population needs. 2) mapping vulnerable
clients regarding employment. 3) need designated person at KES for persons with
disabilities. KES collaborate with service providers (like Cresteramics) for a specialized lens.
4) Clients employment/some need. Connection, some money, being valuable, social aspect
create jobs with job shadowing.
Ask people how are we doing? Measure new low-income housing units - what should be our
goal in our community compared to community’s own size.
Measure more life skills opportunities in community for vulnerable populations. Skills on
stretching money regarding food, meals, etc. More hands-on experience opportunities hopefully a service provided at no cost. More housing units in the area.
# of graduation diplomas rises. # of social service referrals. Drop in # of suicides and
referrals. Drop in unemployment rates. Increase in job creation, indicators through KES.
Consult with individuals on how jobs are progressing.
Our particular resource is partly supported by government projects. The jobs offered are
low paying and often supply extra income for a variety of people with disabilities and
through this is a vast improvement for these individuals we should do better. Success will
be when we can offer sustainable employment to a majority of vulnerable people.
Indicators of success - number of new businesses opening/closing. Average small business
income in area. Number of new rentals properties created. Number of FTE jobs created.
Average rental prices. # of available homes to rent. # new businesses and what they sell. #
closed in year. # new full-time jobs. # daycare spaces available
Job creation. Families housed. Job training (YTT). Capacity building.
Increased affordable day care spaces. More affordable housing spaces for families. Modify
current public bus system to be more accessible to everyone. No bus stop near Teddy Bear
Day Care or Family Place for families who don't have cars to accessible programming.
Our agency often receives referrals of vulnerable populations that are not able to be served
by any local agencies. Unfortunately, many also do not fall under our safe home mandate,
which is women who are fleeing abuse, and homeless people have nowhere to go. We do
keep statistics on what services we provide to our clients, such as support in finding
housing, income assistance and legal advocacy.
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We collect data - could begin to collect more/different data to help show indicators. Asking
other organizations to collect data. Community organizations who work with vulnerable
population to collect data and come up with indicators.
Employment rate. Average income. Migration in and out of the community. Individual
stories (listen to) - how is resonates with others.

2.1.2 Responses from individuals
What is the best thing about living in Creston?


























Scenic views, lakes nearby
The lake and mountains, swimming, fishing, hiking, photography
Small town living, Kootenay Lake, beautiful scenery
Weather
Scenery, fresh fruit
Knowing almost everyone, feeling safe when my bigger kids are at the rec center/library
without me
Love the small-town feel, make good connections (know someone who knows someone)
Not a rat race
Beautiful place and calm living
Open more shops, bring more people, new businesses
Beautiful, quiet valley with lots of services
Weather, fresh food, the views, wildlife, food water to drink
Nice, quiet town, great views with all the mountains
The beautiful valley
I see Creston Valley is open to all people with handicapped to working and in all supported
jobs. Beautiful area, people are nice
Shopping, go to the movies, visit with friends
I like the orchards and vineyards. It’s a friendly community
The friendly people
The trees (nature, the quiet), the loving people (less people), less traffic
Fishing, geography, nature, air, quiet, lake, hiking, geology, kayak, trees, distance from
cities
Fish, views, serenity, people, water
Fishing, scenery, back road exploring, Kootenay Lake, good friends
Small town feeling
Beauty of nature, outdoor resources
Far from big city life (traffic, drugs, crime), local agriculture
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Family and friends along with great community
I love that Creston is agricultural and that there is so much organic food available. The
library and family place are great, and the rec centre
The family services! I love how family-oriented Creston is
Very family-oriented, Loss of green space
Beautiful place to live, fresh produce, transit and handy buses sure help out, love rec
center activities and pool (triathlon too), college helps finding direction for work, KES,
Library, Gleaners
Seeing kind people that know me
Weather, agriculture, small town, friendly
The farming
Access to outdoors pursuits, locally-grown food, simple, wholesome lifestyle, weather!
The hot sun. Peaches and apricots grow here, Most of my family lives here.
It is a very nice place to live because of the mountains
It is a small community with lots of resources. Beautiful area to live
The neighbours because they are helpful and friendly

How can we make this a better place for you and others to live?
Affordable Housing












More rentals.
More jobs, housing, shopping, options
Affordable housing. Things for low income people (money towards gym, swimming pools,
etc.)
A taxi, a town house or apartment building for locals that can't afford to buy a house
More affordable living/housing, better public transportation, more to do such as agrotourism (corn mazes, family fun, etc.), better wages
More low-income housing, more low cost/free community events
Affordable housing!! More support and programs for people with barriers
More low income (pet friendly) housing, more low-cost family activities
Affordable housing for single people as well as ones with disabilities as most apartments
are 55+
More affordable housing. More job opportunities.
Affordable housing

Affordable Shopping & Healthcare
 Better shopping and reasonable pricing. Many on fixed incomes, without ability to travel
to other cities
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More local businesses, local shopping, more health (doctors)
More local business (shoe store, etc.), more doctors, medical services. Develop
sustainable energy sources
To have more places for shopping
We need more small businesses and doctors

Employment Opportunities
 More economic opportunities - especially mid-income jobs
 Good jobs
 Less restrictions and judgement from the town in regards to new businesses. More caring
people in medical profession.
 Create more jobs
 Can you make more shops in this area?
 Better paying jobs
 More creative jobs for disabled individuals. More hands-on tasks.
 More work experiences, places to work, more college for special needs people so they
can learn.
 Fair wages, one place in the town (KES) pays 3 times the wage of elsewhere EVEN IF you
are educated. They only have people they know, even if there is better candidate.
 Better jobs, housing
Public Transportation
 Need more buses or transportation
 Make it easier for wheelchairs to access more places
Community and Social Services
 Have a few fun places we can go. It makes life more interesting
 More activities and programs, more social events
 Social housing, local industry, hemp, medical services, development of sustainable
resource: solar, wind, geothermal
Other
 More domestic animal control (dogs run free where I live & knock people over), cheaper
hydro
 Having better lights on the streets
 I’m happy
 Keep investing locally
 Rural areas like Lister need more attention. More funding for road maintenance and
street lights, etc.…
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Keep Family Place building open
Look after our valley by reduce, reuse, recycle. Try to make food, clothing, rent, education,
affordable for people (PWD), More in-person mental health for PWD, more options for
paid work for PWD
If we want to keep businesses 'local', the businesses must provide better service. We
don’t mind paying a bit more, but give us better service
Increase accessibility to waterfront (lake and Kootenay river), designate public parks along
shore, buy land if necessary
Become more involved in the community

What is the number one thing we should do to improve the economy?
Employment Opportunities
 More job opportunities
 More diverse jobs, more tourist attractions
 More local hiring and job opportunities for local people
 More jobs/industry especially agro based (i.e. canning, juicing, fruit bars, etc.)
 More job opportunities, more face-to-face business, less online
 Better paying jobs
 Promoting jobs. Have a walk-in clinic to free up hospital emergency lines.
 More businesses and local jobs
 Develop properties, creating more jobs
 Alternative energy development, small business, furniture refurbishing at income
appropriate prices
 More businesses, more jobs
 Create more jobs for young people
 Encourage people to shop locally with good prices and incentives (tags tea cards)
 Give people fair wages - people at KES make 3 times the amount of anyone elsewhere. I
have an education, more than those at KES, yet they are making crazy wages while
others can’t get a fair wage. Spread the wealth, stop taking so much
 More jobs
 Continue to promote agriculture and wineries
Activities
 More things for younger families to do, family events
 Transit, indoor farmer's market
Affordable Housing
 Low income housing, soup kitchen (meals on wheels), community power
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Affordable housing.
Low income housing

Other
 Have a crisis line for people who are going through a hard time, that doesn't involve
police.
 Attract more employers/businesses, market the Kootenays across
Canada/internationally
 Legalize cannabis
 More tourism
 The number one thing is improving the language
 Shovel the streets and side streets and sidewalks (snow)
 More businesses that stay
 Creation of Community Kitchen with surplus produce and meal distribution program
 Make it easier for wheelchairs to access more places
 Bring people: people purchase goods and services, and pay taxes, and add to the
artists/cultural tapestry. Recruit! Attract!
 Have farmer's market coupons for people in need
 We need to bring in some light industry to valley
 Shop locally
What, if any, groups or networks are you a part of? Do you see a need for any new groups or
networks that don't exist already?
 Need: Dad groups, Big Brothers Big Sisters, Habitat for Humanity. Involved in Creston
Valley Minor Hockey Association, Early Years, VCS, KCCS, Gymnastics, Erickson
Elementary, Farmers Market
 Creston Valley Family Place, Creston Valley Community Services
 Library, CBAL, Trails, Family networks for families with kids looking for weekend
activities
 Art council
 None. Would like to see a Russian support group
 I want to have new immigrant groups on weekends
 I am part of the line dance group
 KES & Rec Centre
 Aqua fit @ the rec centre, KES. Need more help for the farmers
 Sometimes go to the rec centre. Volunteer at New Life Furniture and Recycling. No
networks currently.
 Creston Community Advisory Committee.
 Special Olympics Creston
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Belong to Special Olympics and Cresteramics
Cresteramics
Affordable childcare (day care or something cheaper), swimming lessons for young
Facebook
More groups for teens to get help for drug abuse and alcohol abuse. Have speakers who
have been through things
Facebook
I'm part of social media, but I would like more contact with mental health i.e. once a
week, as well as community services. Our valley could use more services. "increase
poverty advocacy"
Facebook, Chronic Path to Wellness Group
The environment is great
Family services, maybe more help for private charity groups
Family Place, Rec Center
Special Olympics, Paws, gleaners, library, therapeutic riding, KRACL/Spectrum
Farms/CLBC
Special Olympics, more sports, drama club, cresteramics summer program
More diversity - I am part of a LGBT group and may join Lions Club
Support group to help families care for elderly (not just dementia or AD)
The Cornerstone Clubhouse

I belong to a mental health support group
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2.2 Community Survey
Running from October 6, 2017 to November 3, 2017, the communities of the Creston Valley –
Kootenay Lake area (from Yahk to Yaqan Nukiy to Riondel) were invited to participate in a
survey on improving the local economy. Overall, 700 people opened the survey and about 600
completed the whole survey.

Survey Demographics
How old are you?
The largest number of survey respondents were aged 10 – 19 (22.5%) followed by 60 – 69 (19%)
and 50 -59 (18%).
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70-79
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60-69
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Where do you live?
37% of survey respondents were from the Town of Creston, followed by Area B (27%) and Area
A (East Shore) (20%).

Town of Creston

37%

Area B

27%

Area A (East Shore)

20%

Area C

9%

Other

3%

Outside of Creston Valley - Kootenay Lake
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Yaqan Nukiy (Lower Kootenay Band)
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What answer best describes you (choose as many as needed)?
When asked what best describes them, the largest number of survey respondents selected
Student (19%) followed by Retired (17.5%) and Employee – full time (12.5%).
Student

19%

Retired

17%

Employee (full time)

13%

Business owner or manager

11%

Volunteer

9%

Self- employed, artist, freelance, etc.

8%

Employee (part time)

7%

Semi- retired

5%

Full-time parent

5%

Unemployed

4%

Other (please specify)

2%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%
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Those who selected “Other” noted the following:
 Take care of my siblings everyday except for Monday and Tuesday
 On disability
 I work from home
 Self Employed
 MTT Student
 Artisan
 Operate a vineyard
 Mix of school and looking for a job
 Retired but seasonal work from home
 Disabled
 Single parent
 Part time employment
 Permanent Resident of the Ashram
 Non-Profit Society

Local Economy
What are your goals for improving the local economy?
Attract more families/ young people to the area

14%

Improve services (health, transportation,…

13%

Create more jobs

12%

Keep the area peaceful; protecting the character

11%

Attract new business and investment

10%

Build a thriving local business sector

9%

Diversify our economy (so that it can withstand changes…

9%

Improve our sharing and self-sustaining economy…

7%

Develop and enhance the regional tourism sector

6%

Increase number of local entrepreneurs

4%

Reduce inequality

3%

Other

1%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

When communities were considered separately (see below), their top three rankings are a
combination of the overall top five rankings noted above, but in varied orders. The only
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exception is Area C, which included “Improve our sharing and self-sustaining” in its top three
selections.
The top three selections for each community are as follows:
Town of Creston:
 Attract more families/ young people to the area
 Create more jobs
 Attract new business and investment
Yaqan Nukiy:
 Improve services
 Create more jobs
 Attract new business and investment
Area C:
 Attract more families/ young people to the area
 Improving our sharing and self-sustaining economy
 Improve services
Area B:
 Attract more families/ young people to the area
 Improve services
 Create more jobs
Area A:
 Improve services
 Keep the area peaceful; protecting the character
 Attract more families/young people to the area
When respondents who identified as a business owner or manager or self-employed, artist,
freelance, etc. were separated all other respondents, there was a slight difference in the
priorities given to goals for improving the local economy. Both groups selected “Attract more
families / young people to the area” as their top goal. However, for business owners, managers,
self employed, artist and freelance respondents, more importance was given to building a
thriving local business sector and attracting new business and investment. For all other
respondents, improved services and creating more jobs were given more weight.
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The Local Economy and YOU
What best describes your ideal job situation?
Overall, the largest percentage of survey respondents described their ideal job situation as “Full
time year round”, selected by 34% of respondents. “Not applicable (retired, student, etc.)” was
selected by 33% of respondents while “Part time year round” was selected by 21% of
respondents.
Across communities, these top three selections remained the same, with some variation in
their order. For example, in Area A and B “Not applicable” was the top selection, followed by
“Full time year round” and “Part time year round”.

Full time year round

34%
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33%
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Those who selected “Other” noted the following regarding their ideal job situation:
 Contractor who determines own hours
 Business owner
 Self-employed
 Self employed
 Skill and experience shared by collaboration elders and young families
 We are not sure because we are only early elementary students
 Self employed entrepreneur
 Business owner
 Disabled
 Full time seasonal and part time year round
 Full time, but with a FAIR living wage and benefits, I currently have neither
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Contract work
Part time projects

Do you currently have the ‘ideal situation’ that you indicated above?
Overall, 62% of respondents selected “Yes” when asked if they currently have their ideal job
situation. When communities are considered individually, respondents who selected “Yes”
ranged from 50% in Yaqan Nukiy to about 75% in Area C.
Of those who reported making above Creston’s living wage, 73% responded that “Yes” they
have their ideal job situation, while about 51% of those who make about the living wage or
below responded “Yes”.
Those who reported being retired, employed full-time or a business owner or manager were
the top three groups to report that they have the ideal job situation. 78%, 77% and 76%
respectively, responded “Yes”.

Yes

37.59%

No
62.41%
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Employment and Ideal Job Situation
Other
Unemployed
Employee (part time)
Employee (full time)
Semi- retired
Retired

Yes

Volunteer

No

Full-time parent
Self- employed, artist, freelance, etc.
Business owner or manager
Student
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If you answered ‘No’ above, why not?
Many of those who answered “No” when asked if they have their ideal job situation noted that
it is because they are a student. Other common responses related to respondents not being
able to find a full-time job, that they are unemployed or that it is difficult to making a living
wage/ their income is too low.
 Some variation of ‘I’m still a student’
 Lack of fulltime employment that
(dozens)
can meet basic living needs
 Some variation of I’m not old
 Because I've been a mom and part
enough’ (dozens)
time student
 Retired (about a dozen)
 Can't find full time work
 School is full time, now job is part
 Currently on disability, unable to
time
work, but want to work part time
 Lack of education and seniority
 I currently have a seasonal job
 Would like to be part time instead
 Personal factors at the present
 Not enough full time year round jobs
 I don't have a job
in Creston, most are seasonal
 Just starting the business
 It is a difficult situation to attain.
 Currently working too many hours
Also the lack of inexpensive high
for too many employers
speed internet limits my ability to
 Have to work extra time to make all
work remotely
the bills, rent, etc.
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Better shopping (groceries) for those
living on a low income
Availability limited
All jobs available pay peanuts so it's
not worth slaving for someone else
to prosper on my sweat
That is a very good question. School
debt is a factor. Also, the living wage
is likely calculated on a full time
work week so people working half
time have to manage to have half
the expenses or make double that,
which I do not
I am seeking self employment to
realize this goal
Currently having difficulty finding
full time work, part time full year
round would also be acceptable if
my partner can find full time work
Seasonal work only
Poor internet
The work I do is not paid, and is
virtually full time volunteer
I work on a part-time contract basis
I'm still a student, but I help my
parents at summer at the cherry
trees or the motel.
Never searched for a job
Too much emphasis on employment
options (and lack) instead of sharing
access to abundance
No jobs.
I have to leave town for work. It is
very hard to make a living I Creston.
Poor wages and high cost of living.
Not a lot of jobs available















I am working full time; however my
position is part-time and the
remainder of the work is casual that
is unpredictable
The only jobs here are at restaurants
or corner stores. I would like other
jobs that would interest me and
others.
Low wage not enough working time
Not available so work full time
I have the ideal for me in so much as
I do not need employment as a
retired person but my community
suffers greatly because of the lack of
full time jobs for others. We need
more employed, year round
residents to support the school,
emergency services, community
services and facilities as well as the
businesses we have. As a retired
person I need these. Also, the fact
that there is a heavy reliance on
volunteers to provide services takes
away employment opportunities
and creates a resistance to move
ahead or feel secure that the service
will continue. The government
therefore does not provide
adequate funding for services.
Unable to find work in this area,
have been successful in the past to
work from home and client site
(Alberta)
Work is mostly seasonal. Too busy in
the summer and too slow in the
winter
Appropriate job not available
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I'm on the right path. Saving money
currently so I can start my own
business and work part time
Started re-entering the workforce.
Disability limits hours available for
work.
I quit my job to go to school,
currently working toward a degree
in Education at COTR
Not enough places offer work for
young (highschool age) people.
Currently have applied at multiple
places. Unable to find a business
owner looking for someone in that
position.
My hours get cut for the winter
months.
Funding
I am unemployed.
Hard to find employment in Creston
full time.
Because I own my business
Business may not survive lack of
customers.
Lack of "Full" time work in our town
The bar that I worked at just closed
because the owners have now
retired.
Because I have not built up the
clientele to do so
Recently had a hernia surgery
I manage someone else's business at
present. Not my own.
Retired, but need more full time
jobs to attract younger families to
area.





















Better security required
Have been employed in a seasonal
industry for last 13 years
Lack of work in my area
I work full time but it is seasonal. I
work in farming
Working full time
Too old for what is available
Full time parent
My job last week announced it was
shutting down
Plan to semi-retire in a couple of
years.
I’m not old enough
Can't work...injured
Would like to work part-time
seasonal and volunteer
Lack of employment opportunities
Current position only through school
year
My profession is not seasonal
Cost of childcare for two children
prohibits working unless for a large
enough wage to out way costs
I have to Work in the Arctic during
Winters
The cost of living takes a toll on
financial stability. My ideal situation
would be working for an
organisation part-time and then
working on my own business part
time. However, with the constant
stress of needing to make money by
working full-time, I am unable to
move forward as an entrepreneur as
fast as I'd like.
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Existing jobs go to a chosen few
based on who you know.
Not enough people stopping
Not enough jobs around for disabled
I am in year 2 of a start up business.
I need tourism to increase.
Too many jobs and working beyond
full time to make a living wage
Current economy does not allow for
year round operation.
Changing career choices/ new to
Creston area
Full time on farm and kids
I work full time year round but
would like to ease into retirement
and have time to grow a small home
based business
It's only permanent part time. 4 on 4
off and 4.25 hours a shift. Not a
liveable wage
I am a full time parent and would
not be able to find a job within
school hours
I have 3 college diplomas yet I have
not been able to obtain a job that
pays me a fair living wage and offers
benefits. I also only have 30 hours
per week.
Wanting to start a Waldorf Initiative.
Substitute teaching is an option, but
I was not called by SD 8 last October.
In process of creating
Lack of year round opportunities
Lack of critical mass for business
Limited health care and
transportation

























Student
Not enough hours
No work available for my
qualifications so I started a business
Re entering work force after having
kids
Work is casual
Self employed
Waiting to retire from current job in
Cranbrook to live and work on east
shore. Currently a weekend
resident.
Not enough clientele in Creston to
have as many hours as I need to be
full-time.
Would like greater opportunities to
find short term contracts.
I do have the ideal situation I stated
above, but I had to find a job in
Cranbrook to get it.
Lack of support off season from
locals
I work full time year-round. I'm at a
time in my life where I would like to
slow down a bit and have some
recovery time
Self Employed contract work not
sustainable in local area must travel
to find employment
Not sustainable living income
Job not available in full time
No work available
Shortage of work
Flexibility of being a parent. Was
working full time, then part time,
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left the work force to be stay home
with kids more
Cannot find additional employment
in my sector



I am currently working on contract
for 5 months. Just re-entered the job
force after a year off recovering
from a large career job and palliative
parents.

If you are working, do you make above or below the living wage ($16.67) per hour?
About 50% of respondents reported making above the living wage, while about 50% of
respondents make about or below the living wage. This percentage ranged across communities.
The percentage of those making above the living wage was slightly higher in Area A and B (56%
and 53% respectively) and quite a bit higher Outside of Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake (64%).
In Area C, the Town of Creston and those who live in “Other” it was slightly lower (47%, 43%
and 44% respectively). All respondents (100%) from Yaqan Nukiy reported making about or
below the living wage.

Living Wage
Above
36.77%

50.42%

About this amount,
within a dollar or so

Below
12.81%

About 28% of respondents who reported working full time also reported making at or below
the living wage, about 34% of business owners or managers reported making at or below the
living wage, about 29% of those who are self-employed, artists or freelance reporting making at
or below the living wage and about 66% of those employed part-time reported making at or
below the living wage.
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Living Wage and Employment
Employee (full time)
Self- employed, artist, freelance, etc.
Business owner or manager
Semi- retired
Volunteer

Above

Employee (part time)

About this amount

Full-time parent

Below

Retired
Unemployed
Other
Student
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

About what percentage of your spending (for home or business) do you do at local businesses in
Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake area (Yahk to Yaqan Nukiy to Riondel)?
On average, respondents reported doing an average of 61.42% of their spending at local
businesses. When communities are considered separately, this average ranged from 58.5% to
67%. When income is considered, those who make at or below the living wage reported doing
an average of 58% of their spending at local businesses while those who reported making above
the living wage reported doing an average of 64% of their spending at local businesses.

Minimum
0

Maximum
100

Mean
61.42

Std Deviation
27.15

Variance
736.86

Count
552
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What drives you to make purchases from sources other than local businesses (including online)?
“Selection”, chosen by 54% of respondents, was most commonly noted as what drives
respondents to make purchases from sources other than local businesses. This was followed by
“price”, selected by 28% respondents. “Other”, “convenience”, “getting out for a drive” and
“service” were selected by 7% or less of respondents.
The majority of respondents from all communities except Yaqan Nukiy chose “selection” as the
top reason they make purchases from sources other than local businesses. For Yaqan Nukiy,
price was the top driving force.
Note that many Area A residents from the north end of Kootenay Lake reported that they do
most of their shopping in Nelson.

Selection

54%

Price

28%

Convenience

7%

Other

5%

I just need to get out for a drive!

4%

Service

2%
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Those who selected “Other” noted the following reasons for making purchases other than local
businesses:
 Food
 Going for a drive AND appointments
 # of stores and specific stores
 Unavailable in town
 Location
 Availability of product required
 Prefer Nelson
 Availability
 Price and selection
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Convenience and price
I can’t always get the item I am in need of locally
Availability
Quality
Only if I am passing through. My parents live in Kelowna, so when I visit

If you’ve ever thought about starting a business but haven’t done it, what is the number one
thing holding you back?
24% of respondents selected “I’ve never thought about starting a business”, followed by 18%
who selected “Not applicable because I’ve already started a business”. Excluding “Other” this
was followed by “Not enough start-up capital” selected by 12% of respondents.
I've never thought about starting a business

24%

Not applicable since I've already started a business

18%

Other

16%

Not enough start-up capital

12%

Small market/audience within Creston Valley Kootenay Lake

11%

No time

10%

Confidence

5%

Access to training and support

4%

Mentorship

1%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Those who selected “Other” noted that they are not old enough to start a business or that they
are retired. Some noted money as a barrier. Other responses are as follows:
 Retired (about 10 responses)
 Too young (about 10 responses)
 Lack of local market statistics
 Student
 I don't know how
 Had a business in the 80's in Lakeview. It was good but I had to go to something less
physical.
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Found a job that meets my needs for now, may develop my business local later when
have more spare time.
Housing supply
Have dabbled in small home-based businesses
Will be starting a business in a few months!
Creston town council is not welcoming to business and the tax rates ask way to high
I do not have any money.
I don't have enough money
I'm not old enough to start a business but I do want to have a restaurant in the future.
Govt eats up your profits, high risk
My husband has started his own successful business almost 15+ yrs. now
Money
Not set up yet for it.
Excessive Regulation
Lack of affordable rent for a business
Working on it now.
Haven't figured out a good idea

Building on Strengths, Addressing Challenges
What are the three greatest strengths of Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake that link to the
economy?
Survey respondents selected “Water, air and land quality” most frequently, about 24%, as one
of the top three greatest strengths of Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake. This was followed by
“Appearance and feel of area” selected by about 17% of respondents, and “Outdoor
recreational assets” selected by about 16% of respondents.
When communities were considered separately, there was agreement regarding Creston Valley
– Kootenay Lake’s top three strengths
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Water, air and land quality

24%

Appearance and feel of area

17%

Outdoor recreational assets

16%

Our strong agriculture sector

10%

Cost of housing (including rentals)

6%

Community cohesion and cooperation

6%

Arts and culture

6%

Schools and education

4%

Access to services (healthcare, recreation, etc.)

4%

Distance and transportation connections to other…

3%

Other

2%

Places to shop, find entertainment

1%

Support for businesses (e.g., financing, coaching)

1%

Availability of employment opportunities

1%

Other
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Respondents who selected “Other” commonly noted the weather and climate as strengths, as
well as the people, along with the following:
 Weather/climate (about 20
 Kids
responses)
 Kootenay Lake
 Access to high speed
 Local products, milk, meat, produce,
telecommunications services
coffee....
 Access to tourists on Hwy 3
 Medical & Ambulance
 Brewing
 Nice Climate
 Close to the border for shopping in
 Our fruit stands
America when the dollar is good
 Our growing agricultural sector
 Community cohesion
 Our orchards and farmland
 Compassionate community
 Outdoor activities like hiking and
 Fire assistance
swimming
 Forestry
 peaceful, no rat race
 Great Farmer's Market
 People
 High speed internet
 People's desires to live here, to
 How peaceful it is
make it work
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Potential to grow
Proximity to US and other regions
Quiet, peaceful, safe town
Sadly I feel currently Creston offers
nothing to improve on growth of
this town unless something from it
actually comes forth.
Senior opportunities
Slow Food

Solar potential
Standard of living/quality of life
Tax incentives
The people that create an amazing
community
the view
Tourism




What are the biggest challenges or issues for the economy of Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake?
Overall, survey respondents most commonly selected “Availability of employment
opportunities”, with about 17% of selections, followed by “Distance and transportation
connections to markets, airports and other communities” and ‘Access to services” with about
with about 13% of selections respectively.
Respondents who identified as self-employed or business owners shared the same views
overall as all other respondents with regards to economic challenges in Creston Valley –
Kootenay Lake.
Those who selected “Other” noted the following challenges, which included resistance to
change, housing costs, an aging population, a small market and small population:
 Access to alpine skiing
 Advertising and marketing of what
our area has to offer to our guests.
Availability of employment opportunities

17%

Distance and transportation connections to…

13%

Access to services (healthcare, recreation, etc.)

13%

People shopping outside the community

12%

Places to shop, find entertainment

12%

Availability and cost of housing (including rentals)

10%

ALR land that isnâ€™t being used to its full potential

6%

Ability to hire qualified employees

4%

Access to telecommunications (phone, cell service,…

4%

Communication and cooperation

3%

Business cohesion and cooperation

3%

Other

3%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18% 20%
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ALR Restrictions reducing the ability
for housing growth
ALR subdivision regulations
hindering availability of small
farming land for new comers
An arcade (even if it has to be small)
Beautification
Being an unknown area
Bias against hiring well-qualified
people from outside of Creston
Big trucks down town
Businesses charging way over
inflated prices
Businesses that bring people to
Creston
Changing people’s attitudes about
living with less, that is part of being
in Creston!
City Council
Community is not open to
expansion. Just want things to
remain status quo
Community resistance to any
change.
Creation of tourism activities e.g.
hiking, biking, recreation
Creston town council
Demographics. Many older, retired
people who are not in their prime
buying/community supporting stage
of life. While active, most seniors
spend less money in the community,
spend more time at home, and
spend more money outside the
community, i.e. traveling.






















Developing our natural resources
without destroying them
Distance to market
Do not attract tourism. E.g. camp
grounds, river access, trails. Etc.
Doctor shortage
Failure of those who offer advice to
incorporate advice on combining
internet shopping with brick and
mortar store. Look at a bigger
market in a small venue such as
Creston and area
Fall of businesses
High speed internet
Housing rental availability
Isolated-not on the way to
anywhere.
Lack of access to rivers and lakes
and lake fore shore
Lack of affordable rentals, especially
for young families with a pet (dog)
Lack of business evaluation
Lack of higher income job
opportunities
Lack of visioning re forward-looking,
creative solutions for housing
options, buy local program,
alternative energy initiatives.
Land cost. I believe for the economy
we have here in Creston, land and
housing is way to high and the
average family can not afford.
Limitation of school programs and
educational support systems
Limited information on outdoor
recreational assets
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Long ferry ride so Nelson is rarely an
option
Loss of agricultural land to
development
Market analysis
Market size
Marketing
Moving forward with OCP Plans
No later ferry from Balfour to
Kootenay Bay
Not enough activities for our young
people. Fairs have gone downhill,
Cherry festival offers nothing. Use to
have fair rides and now we do not.
Parade is crap compared to 20 years
ago. Not enough jobs
Not enough doctors
Not enough people
Not enough stores to get what you
need.
Not many job opportunities for
young children
Not sure, but is the a small business
centre that will offer free advice to
entrepreneurs
Our market is too small
Parking
People outside the area "knowing"
about the opportunities





















Places for teens
Poor (smoke) air quality
Poor service attitude. Don't enjoy
shopping in Creston overall
Poor town management
Population elderly.
Power outages
Resistance to grow and change
Retirement community
Skilled tech workers
Small customer base
Small section of stores
Taxation in Creston and prices for
start up rentals are prohibitive
Taxes
The number of young people leaving
the area plus lack of people moving
to the area due to lack of
opportunities.
The small size of our population
base
Too many environmentalists who
resist change
Too much support for non profits
Too much time to get to any city for
hospitals. Wanted aerial
transportation, such as a gondola.

Action Ideas
What actions should we work on together as a region to make Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake a
better place to live, visit or do business?
“Water access” was most commonly selected by respondents, about 12% of selections, as an
action to work together on as a region. “Support agricultural operators to expand into value46

added products or agri-tourism”, “Trails”, “Attract investors and businesses” and “Encourage
more local purchasing from individuals and institutions” all had roughly 10% of selections.

Water access (lakes and rivers)

12%

Support agricultural operators to expand into value-…

10%

Trails (hiking or walking)

10%

Attract investors and businesses

10%

Encourage more local purchasing from individuals and…

10%

Tourism promotion and marketing

8%

Focus on the rental housing shortage - look at things…

7%

Innovation (e.g., attracting knowledge workers,…

7%

Business collaboration (e.g., co-marketing, referrals,…

7%

More activities for residents (baseball or soccer fields,…

5%

Trails (biking)

5%

Other

5%

A single source for information on events and activities…
0%

5%
2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

Of those who selected “Other” many responses related to community amenities and
recreational activities, for example, a trampoline park, open markets, a skate park and cultural
activities. Other responses included:
 A difficult question no doubt. Some
 A local currency
will want recreation, some will want
 A motorcycle track. Brings in tourism
tourism, some will want business,
plus supports the many riders we
some will want... But how do you
have in this community
create something that the majority
 A park on the lake for Creston
will want? Is it an all-in-one
residents/tourists
recreation facility? Is it a look at
 Accentuate the affordability of living
what products we don't have and
here
bringing them here, is it...? Most
 Access to more areas for horseback
people will say yes that is what they
riding, i.e. dikes, Duck lake , Summit
want and then when we have it,
Creek trails.
only a few utilize it.
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Access to trails and water is very
important in my opinion. Public
spaces other than twin bays
Affordable rental options for small
business
Air Quality
Assisting pwd's with funding info
rather than repeatedly funding
friends and family opportunists
Attract investors and visitors
Attract more businesses
Attract people who are able to work
from home. Although I am retired,
my wife works full time as an
insurance broker from home...
Attract sustainable industry
Attracting the younger generation to
work and live here
Beach and nature trails. Create trails
around some water ways, improve
waterways with a beach.
Better bus system that goes from
Bountiful to Creston
Better cell towers.
Better ferry service
Better pricing of local products
Better technical support
Better Upper Management
Bring businesses here that attract
people to go to other communities
Building agricultural centers
Bus that runs to the lake in the
summer
By having a dance studio
By having some extra curricular
activities after school





















CBT and other organizations support
non profits too much. It hurts for
profit business, and makes an
uneven playing field. CBT should
have a fund for profit business as
well.
Change feed crops to food crops like
carrots, potatoes & peas
Change town council
Control spending at town hall
Cost of buying locally
Creston has great potential for a
solar community
Cultural Activities, Book Club, Art
Club, Writing Group, etc
Demolish and rebuild decrepit
community centers
Develop an ag program, bring in a
specific but high-level post
secondary program
Develop wetlands tourism while
preserving it
Doctor shortage and overworked
nurses - improve the ER situation
(long wait times for the size of our
community and many times the ER
staff do not deal well with the
public)
Doctors
DOCTORS
Don't shorten the ferry route. This
has already negatively affected local
business with the introduction of
the osprey.
Educating local residents of how
their purchasing decisions affect the
local economy
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Encourage community to become
more open to new and innovative
business opportunities
Encourage farmers to grow more
"real" food
Encourage NEW business ideas
rather than encouraging and funding
ideas that compete with existing
businesses. Invest in innovation
rather than duplication
Encouraging fairer distribution of
our tax dollars especially relating to
infrastructure spending e.g. some
residents have no trouble getting
water and road upgrades others just
left to their own devices or cost
sharing schemes!
Ensure local business have a service
attitude both to local shoppers and
tourists
Enticing younger people to take part
in and volunteer on various boards
and committees that sustain a
community but are loosing
momentum as "elders" age and can
no longer carry on and/or leave the
community because of lack of health
and transportation, assisted living,
etc.
Fair competition and
communication surrounding
employment opportunities (reduce
nepotism and cronyism.)
Focus on our strength of providing
support and services for the
handicapped.

















Get lands out of ALR to make more
housing
Get the big truck traffic out of
downtown Creston
Get the highway traffic out of the
downtown area
HEALTHCARE
Hire well-qualified people from
outside the community
Improved access to trails and water
In my opinion, we need a mall...but
not just any mall. A Creston mall. A
place that is beautiful inside, so you
like being there to receive the
feeling of a big city without having
to leave the valley. We need stores
that provide good shoes and
clothing, we need a combination of
what we don't already have. If we
don't have it, lets create it. A mall
with local businesses. A mall that
doesn't kill businesses with rent.
Kuskanook harbour improvements
for elderly youth and challenged
Lack of shopping opportunities. The
dollar store and bargain shop are
pretty much the only places to shop.
Largest ice-free lake in Canada
Less regulations for creating rental
suites in existing homes would make
more rentals available
Local employment services
recruiting to fill positions by people
with specialized training from
outside the area if no one local is
qualified, so we aren't going without
what's needed.
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Lower taxes
Lowering Taxes
Maintain family services programs
like family place
Make the airport more re reliable or
create an easy alternative for people
to get here
Make the health of the lake a
priority
Mismanagement of the legalisation
of marijuana is our greatest threat
as a community. With the slump in
prices that the quasi legalisation has
produced families have already left.
And those properties are almost
always sold to non residents. Our
community must be included in that
roll out. The people who have been
involved in that industry are the
ones who spend large amounts in
local stores and restaurants, and
contribute heavily to all the local
fundraisers / silent auctions etc.
More active participation of group
and sports activities (Build it they
will come)
More family activities that might
attract young doctors to move their
families here
More local food markets but at
reasonable prices
More senior transportation (i.e.
rides to activities)
More training for prospective
businesses on the opportunity to
have a profitable small-town
business by using online


















opportunities to bigger markets
which would employ more bodies
than a single small business
Move away from spray intensive
crops i.e. cherries
Need Ag Building
No stores for services such as
Technology, fast food, clothing, and
other stores wanted by the
community.
Our forests need to be protected
from over-logging
Outdoor activities
Promote tourism activities-hiking
trails, biking trails, water access, artWhat makes a tourist come to this
town not Osoyoos
Promote tourism and businesses Shut off half of downtown from 10th
to the ice cream parlour and open
some kiosk for smaller businesses.
Reroute traffic at lights and can
come back up at the ice cream
parlour
Promote tourism businesses. RV
parks, 55 plus RV parks.
Provided high speed internet.
Quality of Life
Riondel, Crawford Bay, and Gray
Creek are not part of the Creston
watershed and not part of the East
Kootenay. We focus on Nelson for
services. The road to Creston is too
slow, too curvy, too long, too
narrow.
Services like Internet falling behind
many other communities
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Skatepark
Support tiny home development and
community food growing and
farming
The famers market
The ferry service connecting us to
Nelson is unnecessarily long and the
number of sailings too few. The
Osprey is OK but the Balfour is most
inadequate.
The town closes too early - but
would people go out post the
normal close?
Tourism Education
Traffic Congestion
Trampoline Park (about 10
responses)









Water access and trails for walk,
hike and biking - same action
needed
We need to open markets for
development for such seasonal
opportunities as lake (Sandpoint)
and winter snowmobile, etc.
Why so much empty space? Can we
utilize empty spaces, such as the
Creston Place, the old SAAN and the
lower part of the mall. I see Creston
as run down, and only held together
by a few businesses here and there.
Where are we missing the bus and
why? How to we motivate each
other to change who we are as a
community. It's not about what we
need, it's about who we want to be.
Wildlife Management Center

Doing Business in Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake
Note: This section was only answered by survey respondents who own or manage a business,
or who identified as self-employed.
What are the biggest ‘selling features’ for doing business here? In other words, why do you
choose to do business here?
When asked about the biggest selling feature for doing business in Creston Valley – Kootenay
Lake, maybe respondents referred to the lifestyle factors that have influenced their decision to
make the Creston Valley – Kootenay Lake area home. For example, they felt attracted to the
beauty of the area and the natural environment. Many also mentioned that simply, Creston
Valley – Kootenay Lake is home, and that is why they do business here. Others mentioned their
connection to the people in the community, that they enjoy the small town atmosphere and
that they simply love the area.
 Because I love Creston and it will
always be home
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Because the members of the
community really support each
other
Potential is coming. Few people
know about this area yet.
We do business here because we
chose to live here.
Climate and Soil quality.
We love the beauty of this area and
to some extent the seasonal
business aspect. It gives us time to
travel without having to worry about
running a business year-round.
Although it would be preferred if
there was enough business for 6
months a year instead of 2 or 3
months.
Find word of mouth advertising
works best, get lots of out of towers,
not as many locals and we are right
downtown. Parking seems to be an
issue for that area.
It's beautiful here and this is where I
live so I have to make things work.
This is my home and I love it here
Can run a small business,
Life style outside of business, not do
business here for business sake
Want to support locals
Air, water & outdoor recreation
quality.
Existing in an unpolluted
environment
Because it is easier to create your
own job than trying to find a job.
Also, you can set your own schedule






















so that you can help with
community activities
Beautiful location!
I am comfortable in Creston. In my
business I do it anywhere and I
chose Creston for my home and
business
The people of the valley
I know many people and have great
connections here
I live here and raised.
I live here.
Because I live here.
Smaller town so more interaction
with customers
I LOVE THE AREA AND THE
WEATHER.
Nice people and red necks
Born and raised here
The setting....clean water and air
The community.....the connection of
the people, helping each other.
I love the Creston Valley
I love living in the best place on
earth. We may not earn as much
here, but I got to stay here, start a
business, raise our son, and now
enjoy this life, where many of my
classmates left and are now
returning.
Wanting to live in the valley
The lack of availability in my trade
To make a decent living in an area
where good jobs can be hard to find,
and to be my own boss.
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I live here, and try to support the
people in the community that I live
with. I love to live here, and if we
don't support each other, then the
only ones who will survive are those
receiving funding from government
or other agencies like the CBT.
Local ingredients, local support
The valley is my home and owning
my own business enables me to
remain in the valley
We keep it local, supporting a local
business (small or large) is important
in order to sustain that business.
This is an area that allows us to
promote and grow new ideas and
ways of doing business. Going
against the "tried and true"
methods. Not all areas we operate
in allow for such a new dynamic,
which is why we continue to work in
the Creston Valley.
The biggest selling feature for me is
simply that this is where I want to
live. My business is a bit more
internet based than most though.
My clientele is mostly in Alberta and
elsewhere, and I connect with
clients mostly electronically. I
choose to live in the Creston Valley
for the lifestyle (i.e. beautiful
countryside, farming community,
horses)
Climate for growing Frits and
vegetables

























I want to live here and since there
are no employment opportunities in
Riondel I have to create my own.
Central location, access roads and
appeal
The Artisan community attracts, the
lake, the mountains, the free ferry.
During the busy summer season, I
get to go to the beach on the way
home from work every day. In the
winter, I can ski. Life is wonderful.
Weather, land
Convenience
Free ferry and tourists
Dedication to community
Support the community
This is where we live. We are a small
tourist accommodation. We started
this business to be able to make a
living here. There is very limited
opportunity for good paying full
time jobs in the Creston area.
Quality of living
Want to live here
Setting and consciousness
I live here and want to continue
doing so. I provide a service(s) and
hope to make a living doing so.
I love Creston
I moved here because I love this
valley
Kootenay is my permanent home
Opportunity to incubate and
develop an idea without pressure
with lots of potential
Clean environment
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Being able to walk out my business
door and take a breath, take in the
beautiful surroundings. The
closeness of everyone, we all pretty
much know each other, like family
Land, air, water, trees, lake
I choose to LIVE here, therefore it's
in my best interest to do business
here. Frankly, it's harder here given
the small population.
It's home and my business keeps me
connected and engaged with the
place I choose to live.
Local support is phenomenal.
Urban interface homes/properties
require significant upkeep
Real business income with a livable
wage is nebulous. All business
requires some sot of subsidy.
Excited about Ganges coming and
being a part of that change. Change
is in the air
Climate to grow fruits and
vegetables
Local and farm to Table
Rural quality of life.
Relationships















Great growing climate and
conditions for farming/gardening
By default. We love the area and I
am lucky enough to be able to
operate my home based business
anywhere.
I can ship from across the border to
the rest of the world economically. (I
wish I could only use Canada post
for this) I love still living here yet
being able to send my product
everywhere. This means I don’t have
to rely solely on the local sales.
Authentic rural agriculture
community
Tourism
Community
Cheap land and labour
I live here, this is my home and I
want to stay here. Hopefully people
will come from far and wide to visit
my business and spend their hard
earned dollars.
Climate, the people/culture, low
cost of living
Relaxed pace

From the perspective of your business, which of the following are challenges that prevent your
business from growing?
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Excluding “Other”, the top two challenges identified by businesses with regards to growth
include “Residents don’t understand the importance of shopping locally”, with about 20% of
selections and “Difficulty in identifying/reaching new markets” with about 14% of selections.
Residents don't understand the importance of shopping
locally

20%

Other

14%

Difficulty in identifying/reaching new markets

14%

Ability to recruit the labour we need (please explain the
challenge)

13%

Lack of business cooperation and collaboration

11%

Access to financing

11%

Tax rates

9%

Not enough support for business (e.g., business
planning, navigating government export rules, other)

8%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Other also received about 14% of selections. Many comments related to the lack of a large
population, not enough tourists, and the need for better / more coordinated marketing. Others
noted the following:
 Not old enough to business market
 Not a problem
 Creston is not a tourist destination
 Transportation costs
 Affordable Housing for Workforce
 The market is limited. Growth is very
dependant of the strength of the
 Poor town management and lack of
Canadian dollar
fiscal responsibility
 None
 Growing the community
 Fear of failure
 Our business is renting space to
other businesses, and our challenge
 Not enough local demand. I do
is attracting new business to our
architectural design and drafting.
area.
 Not enough people
 Cost of business locally
 Downturn in Alberta
 I have a home business. Not
 Push back on businesses that
everyone willing to work in my
challenge the status quo
home
 Zoning
 Seasonal
 ROAD CONDITIONS
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More tourists
Marketing
Lack of childcare
I don't have challenges growing my
business.
Transitioning business in changing
times - technology taking over
Insurance costs
Sufficient population
Low internet speed
Labour makes for expensive
Manufacturing in
Not enough time to devote to
growth
Access to river and lake is restrictive
Lack of infrastructure for Trucking
Industry (parking, services, truck
stops, etc.)
Cost of supplies locally
Coordinating tourism and
collectively marketing the valley as a
destination with an identity is the












single biggest thing that needs to be
done. Get the valley signed
uniformly and professionally. The
almost 1 million cars that drive by
do not know of the farm tours,
wineries, etc.
This year forest fires
Shortage of tourists that stay for
more than one night
Open up to US market
I like to be able to balance family life
and work and not be completely
dedicated to work only.
Tourism marketing is weak because
Creston lacks hiking, biking,
camping, water access, etc.
Lack of technical help
Coordinate with other towns and
cities
I help my family out seasonally with
the orchards, so time is a factor.

Those who selected “Ability to recruit the labour we need” were also asked to explain the
challenges associated with this selection. Many comments noted the challenge of finding
qualified/skilled workers. Other comments noted the following:







Housing Housing Housing
Unreliable people at times
Open 24/7. Not all people are
comfortable working other than day
shifts.
Creston people base a lot of where
they shop because of who they
know







Hard to attract young professionals
to the valley
Qualified people are hard to find.
Not enough people already trained
Applicants applying do not meet
stated requirements.
It can be challenging to find qualified
younger employees who are willing
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to work full time and/or part time
hours.
Difficult to find reliable people who
actually want to work
Pot growing has created some
entitlement
People aren't available despite the
variety of efforts to recruit
(jobtoday)
Almost zero workforce willing to
work year round
Remote, hard to keep people






More employees to choose from will
help
Skilled labour requiring post
secondary education
Location and qualifications.....wage
increases and taxes
Lazy labor
Hard to find someone suitable to
work. Emphasis seems to be on
getting disabled people into the
workforce and offer incentives.
Need quality employees not more
work managing employef

What can we do about it?
When asked about the top three solutions to their challenges, respondents selected “Improve
business collaboration throughout the region”, which received about 27% of selections.
Excluding “Other”, this was followed by “Better coordination between the College and
employers, to ensure that training matched local needs” and “Workshops or coaching on
identifying new markets and the logistics for reaching those markets”, which both received
about 14% of selections.
Improved business collaboration throughout the region
(e.g. within a sector, or through the Chambers of…

27%

Other

15%

Better coordination between the College and employers,
to ensure that training matches local needs

14%

Workshops or coaching on identifying new markets and
the logistics for reaching those markets (including…

14%

Workshops or coaching on digital marketing and
information technology

12%

Workshops or coaching on succession planning

8%

Support with recruitment Please explain how we could do
this:

5%

Workshops or coaching on bookkeeping

5%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%
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“Other” received about 15% of selections. Some comments again noted the need for better
marketing for the area. Others comments noted the following solutions:
 Advertising and marketing what our
 Ongoing support for start up
area has to offer.
business
 Wasting money on workshops
 Greater emphasis on "shop local"
doesn't work
 Think BIG. Expand marketing to
large centres. Coordinate with other
 Pressure all levels of gov't and
bureaucracies (i.e. highways) to
tourism opportunities such as tours.
approve OCP plans.
 More day homes
 Incentives to develop housing
 Insurance subsidy
 People in municipal positions who
 Business plan development training
understand how to make better use
 Reduce the influence of the cliques
of our ag/outdoor options rather
in this community - far too much
than "big box" (like Tm Hortons).
fails unless a select few leaders can
 Recruiting other employers to our
make it their success
valley
 I would ideally love for a
 Technical training of employees
representative of some sort be able
 Letting the world know how great
to come by my business and give me
we are.
real advice on how to expand
economically in Canada.
 Signage, destination
 Co-working incubator space
 Encourage CBT and others that pour
money into non-profits to look at
 I'm not sure, aren't you supposed to
pouring money into for profit
be the experts and know this
businesses as well
answer?
 More industries brought to the
 Create a cooperative marketing
valley so that we can recruit young
system
people to move here if they have
 Tax Incentives, business loans, etc
well paying employment
 Promote CV-KL as tourist destination
opportunities
 Streetscape Improvements and BRZ
 Not applicable
 I believe this area could do more to
 Government support thru grants to
attract tourists
tax breaks on business supporting
 Better marketing for entire region to
local
entice more visitors to the region.
 Workshops on customer service and
 We need a small business hub
professionalism
 How to reach government grants.
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Better access to public marketing
venues
Realign Highway one ways on Cook
and Canyon with Angle Parking





Zoning that encourages home based
business with low impact on
neighbours
Allow 3rd party signage on
commercial property

Those who selected “Support with recruitment” were asked to explain how this could be done:
 Makes sure applicants know they
must meet requirements stated.
 This area attracts a certain kind of
people, many of whom are less than
interested to work. It is a catch 22, if
you don't have employment
opportunities it's hard to attract
people. if you don't have the right
people you can't create interesting
employment
 Help create legal opportunities for
pot growers.
 Advertisement in bigger centre
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Are there other details you want to share about your answers to the above question?
Respondents left a variety of comments regarding their answers to the questions above:
 As a new business owner, I found Creston had a really good support and cohesion
between the members of the community. I'm looking forward to getting deeper into it.
 Let the world know what's here.
 Tax and insurance costs are crippling.
 Highway Realignment should put westbound traffic on Canyon with angle parking on
south side of street. Eastbound Traffic should go on Cook Street with angle parking on
north side of street. Existing surface parking should be released for high density housing
development and street level commercial development. Affordable housing for 22-35
year old segment is critical to the town's workforce and skills development.
 Seek to attract Businesses which can exist and employ locally but sell their product
beyond the local geographic area (but do not impact the environment in a negative way)
are essential. We do not have the population purchase power to support many
businesses locally.
 Electronics shops should have employees that can answer those questions(electronic).
Hardware shops should have employees that can answer those questions(hardware).
TRAIN YOUR PEOPLE! Otherwise businesses such as mine go to places where the
questions can be answered.
 I run a homemade jewellery stand.
 No.
 Because our area is rather remote, it has to be understood that the freight costs are
more to get our products here.
 I feel that the people who DO choose to be here, mostly understand that this is the case.
 I think we need less regulation, definitely not more. Less building code regulations
would result in more rental suites being created and lift the supply of affordable
housing.
 Community Futures is doing a decent job teaching business skills and Kootenay School
of the Arts is teaching some artisan skills but paid practical on-the-ground mentoring by
business owners would be helpful. As a business owner however, the time it takes is
prohibitive, so some remuneration would be a good incentive.
 A way to support FAM tours would be really helpful. We all work so hard it is hard to get
out and know how to support each other. Organizing isn't always easy, but would be
helpful.
 Serious education campaign about shopping locally. It's also tough to encourage local
shopping when local elected officials go out of town to buy big ticket items like vehicles.
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The main thing is affecting a culture shift in Creston away from always hiring people
who are already well-known in the community -- regardless of their capacity to actually
do the job. You can't attract, let alone retain, people in Creston if they arrive extremely
well-qualified but never even hear back on applications they make. I know one very
well-qualified person who did get an interview with a relevant organization but then
found that process openly confrontational. This is a MAJOR problem and KES should be
working with employers to check these outdated, small-town biases and behaviours."
I went to the KES classes for self employment, the older worker program. I think it was
amazing! But now that I have been solo for 2 years, I could sure use some additional
training to grow and solidify my business.
I offer full-time/part-time employment with flexible work schedules and do not have a
problem attracting qualified workers. My biggest problem is getting local residents to
support the business, many just don't care and are in the routine of traveling regularly
to Nelson, Castlegar or Cranbrook and do bulk shopping without even checking to see
what the local prices are.
This is such an excellent survey.
I think it would be fantastic to coach people about what businesses are needed in the
community. It sometimes feels like random businesses open or luxury businesses (spa)
open without perhaps having done their planning. How can we help before the big
investment? Also is there a way to recapture and relocalize some of the businesses held
by chains? Lastly, is there a way to maintain vitality in the downtown core? Support
local businesses (provide incentives) rather than chains. "
Get farmers working together to increase quality of life in the valley. We are lucky to
have clean water... need to gently help farmers go organic. no gmo. no sprays which are
killing the honey industry and bat populations (then we spray more since the bats are
pest control - see eastern Canada example)
No
I think the infrastructure should be able to handle what we give it. We have to attract
more doctors if we want young families to come to the valley. Also do people see
themselves being able to stay here when they age. Is there enough support for that?
Invite smart minds together but better advertising as I refuse to buy the paper because I
can't stand the biased editor. This town Creston is run by too many smug people who
disconnect with those who really are struggling but they leave those struggling behind
by raising taxes. The exception is gleaners.

Do you have any ideas for getting people or institutions to spend a greater proportion of money
at local businesses?
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When asked about ideas for getting people or institutions to spend a greater proportion of
money at local businesses, many respondents suggested a buy-local campaign. Others
mentioned better training for staff, ensuring there are comparable prices at shops and that
shops offer what is needed. Comments included:





















Hard to do, try to keep the prices in town competitive with out of town.
More business to choose from. Box stores.
Make Creston a place to come to, not just a place to pass through.
Highway realignment is the most practical way to reinvigorate the Canyon Street
development. Use the business tax proceeds to pay for fire protection.
Creating a high degree of connectivity. Good relationships are very important to success
in a small community. As businesses we need to foster a relationship of mutual benefit
with our community. The prevailing attitude of our world at large is individualism, which
limits our ability to understand how our actions affects those around us, and in turn reaffects us whether positive or negative.
Education around how this supports the community to thrive.
Have chain businesses offer the same prices as their other outlets in the nearby area.
(Cranbrook) I understand that we may not be able to compete with Bonners Ferry, but
we should be able to compete with Cranbrook. There is no excuse for such a difference
in prices from Cranbrook to Creston! I support as many local businesses as I can, but
have to draw the line where costs are prohibitive.
Sell reasonably.
No.
Incentive like loyalty plans. Buy so much and get a rebate.
Buy local campaign
Support local business
Since many are retired, I feel they do not want to get that it just costs more to BE here,
but why would you want to be anywhere else? It's like a "staycation"!
Not sure how to achieve this, but what you are doing is a start......
Yes. Customer service in Creston is often not very good. We possibly could encourage
our businesses to increase their amount they spend to provide better customer service.
If we build all sorts of business ideas and events to get people here, and they do come
to Creston, and they are subsequently treated badly, they will not come back.
Ads showing added costs of shopping outside the community.
If local businesses appeal more to the age groups with both wealth and a high level of
spending, that should help promote those people to spend more locally. Ex. Many local
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shops appeal to the "retirement crowd", which primarily populate Creston. However,
this group of people may not be as inclined to spend their money as people in their 2030's who are more driven by the "desire to have/need the latest/greatest".
Competitive pricing should also be considered, especially with the US border so close. In
many cases, it is just much more cost effective to shop in the US rather than locally,
even with the dollar exchange where it is. As the Canadian Dollar becomes stronger,
local businesses must be mindful that more people will be driven to shop across the
border due to cost savings."
A Buy Local campaign that also has a Supply Local component. What is available, what is
needed? How to coordinate those two in more detail.
At Chamber meetings we often share resources verbally, with the Asset mapping, if
would be great if we could have detailed supply and demand listings.
Government grants or tax breaks on buying local or buying BC grown.
Education to the general public
See previous comment. Cross border shopping is even worse.
Groceries are sometimes stale and very expensive. Local fruit and veggie stands
Better customer service and professionalism.
I believe if we had more tourist, we more people could make a living in their small
businesses. Time and time again, small businesses fail because they can't make a living
from local dollars only. I do think people shop here first. but there aren't enough locals
to make a living from. Creston NEEDS tourism!
Challenge people to try to shop local and reward people for doing so. Insure that all
local businesses work collaboratively to offer good value and excellent customer service.
Business's have to be original, authentic and of good quality. Creston can be a
destination for goods and services if unique items are offered here.
Launch a buy local campaign like the 10% campaign. Perhaps if the story line is created
about the impact a local dollar makes it would be an enticement. We tried to do this on
the east shore. Also clarifying the cost (gas and time) of shopping elsewhere.
Maybe create deals with local stores that they will carry requested products? Or buy
bulk like organic matters. Facilitate pick ups from organic matters.
A staff person to facilitate local procurement, meaning make connections between
suppliers and buyers (farm to restaurant or farm to school).
Start a school meal program that sources locally.
Host big harvest celebrations.
Offer what they want! Have small local businesses carrying items people shop away for
Buy Local Campaigns
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It's a challenge - there's a need to have more people doing it in order to reduce the cost
of buying local. Also, depending on industry, there really isn't a one size fits all, so I like
the coaching idea proposed above - that directly helps folks be better at what they do.
Fair prices, Shop local campaign, effective promotion
Massive and ongoing campaign to educate the community to the benefits of local
shopping
Businesses could try stocking more adventurous and diverse products. Creston did have
quite a few stores like this in the past but they didn't last - an understanding of why that
was would help - and let us the buying public know!
I think the message of continued strengthening of the community by supporting local
and pouring money back into the community for the community will be important.
Incentive of some sort. Loyalty points. Make it a proud thing to support local.
More selection of products they are looking for. Our main out of town purchases are for
high quality outdoor gear (camping, hiking, climbing, etc)
Yes quit ripping them off. A few retailers charge higher prices than anywhere else. The
world is to small not to be competitive. Be "nice", people hire and buy from those they
like.
You can bring a horse to water but you can't make them drink. This topic is bigger than
just shopping local

How many people does your business employ (in full time equivalents)
41% of respondents reported that their business employs “Just me” while 46% reported 1-5
employees. This was followed by 6-10 employees, selected by 6% of respondents.
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Finishing Up
What’s the number one thing you feel YOU can do to improve the local economy?
Respondents were asked to note the number one thing they feel they can do to improve the
local economy. Many responses related to shopping local and taking a more active role in the
community (e.g. volunteering, attending community events).


















Some variation of ‘shop local’ (at least
200 comments)
More housing for seniors to live in
Support the trail system
Total business and resident
cooperation (including seniors)
Participate in community events,
support local agriculture, volunteer
as able
Reduce, reuse, recycle, volunteer,
Volunteer at local businesses and
help out around the valley
Use and take advantage of the places
in Creston, rather than going to
Cranbrook or into the USA
Keep track of local events and show
your concern
Reduce, reuse, and recycle.
Volunteer
Show my kids a life that's happy.
Also, hope to be involved in activities
with them.
Recycle.
Open a care home facility, this
promotes jobs, supports our college
and support the aging population.
Help with the set up of walking and
bike trails
Full time job availability with a good
livable wage.
Get involved with community events
and meet people and share ideas

















and opinions to gain an
understanding of how I fit into the
larger community
Consistent work all year round
Affordable rentals, more jobs
Recycle
I think making better transportation
for people who can't afford vehicles.
I.e. a bus that goes from Bountiful to
Creston or Kitchener to Creston.
Lessen pollution
Tell people to visit Creston
I feel like we need to promote more
school spirit so that students would
learn to love and shop in Creston and
would feel more connected to pride
for Creston.
Promote school spirit. If the younger
population feels a stronger pride for
our community.
Stay in the community and don't
leave no matter how hard it gets to
stay here.
More jobs less discrimination. Better
housing. Fair wages for all not just
KES workers.
Try to join more community things. I
don't feel like a part of my
community even though I was born
here.
Be a part of community discussions,
make my voice count.
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Outdoor recreation
Make more disposable income
Work more here/spend more here
(tie)
Spread the work - what this amazing
community has to offer
Promote tourism.
Support our agriculture and support
activities
I think the number one thing I can do
to improve the economy is volunteer
work.
Stop hauling less lumber places (stop exporting raw logs?)
Sourcing the most ingredients for my
business and my own self among the
Creston Valley producers. Promoting
them through my products.
Share knowledge
Contribute to training, education,
and support to horticultural
endeavours.
Maintain the "small town" feel. Do
not sacrifice clean air/water.
Activities such as trails, bike trails people need things to do when they
live here or visit. Maintain "healthy
environment" - limit sprawl
Support local organizations and
businesses as much as possible.
Volunteering is important to me; the
economic benefits are only indirect.
Encourage more business and
opportunities in this area.,
Be aware and share my ideas on
important issues.
Lower expenses and simplify so I
have more money to spend locally.
Local products cost more and are




















more sustainable, I want to support
that. Especially quality food!
Try to shop locally and support when
there is a local entertainment (plays,
live music, etc.)
Help to start a local currency.
Continue to shop local with our
limited retirement income.
Shop new and local (I buy a lot of
used because "its" usually easier to
find locally)
Volunteer work with the Chamber
and Trails Society - become part of a
unified voice that speaks for
businesses in the changes and
improvements to Creston Valley.
Be involved in the community
Make local businesses decent.
Shop locally, especially for
agricultural products
Canyon Street BRZ and development.
Engage in the community more.
Being a local ambassador.
Be a valuable employee to an
employer willing to pay a decent
wage. We need more real jobs. Some
industry. Not just retail storefront
type jobs for unskilled people.
Keep our store providing things that
some folks go elsewhere for, making
customers feel good when they are
there. We always refer people to
other local businesses if we don't
have what they are looking for.
Networking is a big plus for all.
Continue to shop local, support our
food producers, and farmers.
Jobs
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Start an innovative business and
employ valley residents at good
wages
start a business
support and promote our valley as
the place to live and do business
Lower taxes
Support local governments as they
try to promote the area and create a
positive environment for business.
We’re disconnected from the RDCK
in Nelson. Most of the provincial,
Regional, and Canadian government
offices are centralized across the lake
in Nelson or Castlegar.
BC Hydro, CBTrust, Fortis, Columbia
Power all across the lake.
We need some of those well paid
jobs on this side of the lake.
We should be pointing this out..!
Volunteer my time promoting those
things that will help to improve our
community
Promote Creston Valley-Kootenay
Lake as an excellent tourism
destination, thereby attracting more
people to the area that will support
many young entrepreneurs in
starting new small, service-based
businesses in our community.
Don’t litter
Spend my currency in Creston (37)
Help clean up economy
Cleaning up garbage
Take better care of mother Earth
Take better care of the public places
I can get a part time job
Be great
Have a more improved local parks


























To make housing cheaper
I don’t know
More shopping selection,
entertainment etc. jobs
By working with the youth and
improving the future
I can encourage everyone to try their
best no matter what!
Do more stuff
Run a successful business and help
others do the same
The one thing the town could use is
more activities for teenagers to do,
such as basketball courts, soccer
fields, and other things to do.
The other thing we can do is to use
old buildings that have been empty
for years, such as the pioneer villa
that has been empty since like 2009.
I don’t know
Help raise money for the new fire
hall.
Spend my money locally
Keep going to school
Use the empty land and make it
something useful
I don't know
Make Creston great
again!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
No more vandalism
I don't know
Nothing because I don’t make a
difference because im only 13
Be more cautious on garbage, have
part time jobs.
Part time jobs
Keep our country clean.
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Waiting for the right opportunity to
arise to start my own business.
Currently there are not a lot of
businesses for sale with a lot of
growth potential. Before leaving our
full-time jobs and becoming business
owners we need the confidence that
we can make a go of a small business
in this town which is a difficult thing
to do.
We need more things that involve
families. Creston needs more things
that families can do together.
I think we could have more stores
and branch out with more
businesses
Invite friends/family to discover the
amenities this area offers for
tourists.
Share my experience with
entrepreneurs/businesses that can
benefit.
Working in Rotary to beautify the
Community
Participate in conversations about
our shared values and principles to
identify ways to conflict of urban
expectations over powering rural
and hinterland values experienced by
residents of the Kootenay Lake
Valley.
Volunteer in community.
Customer Service! We've lived here
for 6 years and made it a point to
shop locally initially. My wife and I
become slowly turned off from
shopping in Creston because of the
poor service we generally
received. There are some businesses
we return to but for the most part













we head to east or south for our
shopping now. By poor service we
are referring to staff that seem
indifferent, not friendly, not willing
to help you find something you
need. Unfortunately, if we need
something from a certain business in
Creston that we don't shop at
anymore and we go elsewhere, we
end up doing all our shopping
(groceries, hardware, restaurant,
gas, clothing, gardening, golf) in a
different community and all those
services in Creston lose out. So, ALL
the businesses in Creston need to
ensure their staff have a service
attitude. If tourism is a goal used to
increase jobs in Creston, then
Creston businesses first and
foremost need to have excellent
customer service skills.
I think I'm doing everything that I
can.
I would buy more in Creston if the
prices were comparable to
Cranbrook.
More drs
Start better business
Probably get a job.
Spend money here
Bring back things I learn in University
to help bring in new jobs
Share the experience of starting a
business with young entrepreneurs.
Give support to local business and
young people who want to live here.
Support and advise those who are
thinking of starting new business.
Market to friends, to move out here.
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Encourage a more open-minded
opportunity to business. Tourism
resources need to be optimized and
help people to join online world
rather than complain about it.
What I am doing by volunteering,
trying to improve the Fair to increase
the number of visitors to Creston
Helping to keep connects within the
community through involvement and
education
Support all local endeavors
Keep on farming
Participate and perhaps host
extracurricular activities or weekend
events.
Re-vitalize local outdoor and active
transportation business (in progress)
whenever possible.
New to Creston but not overly
impressed with local retailers. Some
are good, but more than once I have
walked out, driven to Cranbrook and
purchased big ticket items.
A bypass so that when you are
shopping downtown you are not
hearing semis and trying to park with
them right behind you
Support local business
Grow population- especially families
with children
Cost of goods locally needs to be
competitive.
Volunteer at local events that engage
community members and attract
people from outside the community
such as the Nov draft tournament
(people come from Victoria and
Calgary!) more people in the area is





























great for local business and is a fun
opportunity for all involved!
provide opportunities for young
people to set up businesses
Buy more locally - IF the selection
and availability is there.
Stay involved
Each one of us engaging those we
meet as visitors here, or when
visiting other locations ... promoting
what's GREAT about our valley!
Do events in Yahk
Help make a mountain biking trails
Volunteer
Have more deals
Volunteer
Have more activities for teens
The hangouts for teens
N/A
Make more fish forms
Get people to move here
?
Work at school my hardest, hope to
get a good job
Spending money at local business
Be a volunteer
Money
pick up trash in public spaces
work hard at school so I can get a
good job when I am done
Egacashon
Attract
Continue to support not-for-profits
by bringing grant $$ into the
community.
Security. Key City Answering Service
provides a work alone check in. This
ensures the safety of your employee.
Support their services
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I don`t know ....at present
Be more encouraging about what we
have to offer.
Bring back some history in a new
innovative way
Keep going.
Get a job and work hard.
Spend more money at local
businesses.
Continue to support our local
businesses and farmers
Encourage competition and lower
prices
Employees
Support local business
I wish I knew what I could do to help
more! I already feel tapped out with
running around with my children!
Support this Strategy
Help create a park in the Crawford
Bay wetlands
Volunteer more
Encourage others to produce
Encourage younger families to move
to the Creston Valley
Get a job
Tourism by making hiking and water
ways accessible
Not entirely sure actually.
Advertise that highway 3 is open for
business and bring visitors to our
town
Provide a good selection at
competitive prices. Making the
business attractive both in and out.
Support initiatives and the chamber
Build my business to be able to hire
employees






















We've done it already, starting a
successful tourism business from
scratch 30 years ago. Now we're
coasting.
Not litter and do my part to uphold a
good reputation for our small town
Support local businesses
Get the courage and backing to start
my new business.
Purchase Local 1st then Canadian
2nd out of country 3rd as only
required
Stay as a full time resident and make
the most of all local resources
Promoting our community events by
photos posted to local internet pages
Educate citizens on importance of
preservation of agriculture, trails
wildlife and water stewardship and
local shopping
Keep plugging away as another little
slave of capitalism
but prices are too high in Creston
Stay living in the area, try to shop
local. Connect with other residents
and share ideas and resources
Purchase locally.
Increase my shopping locally but
there is only so much one person can
do. I already buy what I can close to
home, so the businesses have to step
up as well.
Continue to hire locally and keep
local residents employed with good
wages so that they not only can, but
want to spend their earnings at a
local level.
Participate in the local economy
Clean up
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I would like to see an Ag Building in
our valley. It could be used to boost
agri-tourism such as: host our fall
fair, book agricultural events, horse
shows, 4H, food and wine events,
dog agility, etc.
hire local services
be enthusiastic, participate
not giving up and move away
Provide vision and experience
Support small farms and market
gardens
Support it, which we do.
stuff
Live here
I don't really know to tell you the
truth.
Help people with their businesses
Recycle
I am good with electronics
Paintball
Take a survey to show my opinion on
how we should improve our
economy.
I can do community service to help
local causes such as donating money
to residents of Creston in their time
of need.
Local Choices - Entrepreneurial
Innovation
I don't know













Hire young employees, help create
the regional park at Crawford Bay.
Eat at local restaurants.
Employment
Motivate myself and others to invest
in the community in more ways than
one.
(i.e.: support Destiny Bay store which
is open regularly now on the lake
road)
Lobby for a fair roll out of the
legalisation of marijuana to support
local growers who have been a
significant part of the economic
backbone of this community for 40 +
years.
Oppose any hair brained scheme to
shorten the ferry waits as we as a
community have already seen the
immediate loss of business on this
side of the lake as a result of the
introduction of the larger Osprey
ferry.
Voice concerns whenever some new
messiah shows up, thinks our
community is broken, and that they
have the answers to save us all. If it is
so dysfunctional, please, please,
move back to where you are from.
I'm sure your people miss you.
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3 Other Initial Outreach
The project team met with partners, stakeholders and community members at a variety of
events and locations, including the Creston Fall Fair, local schools, community meetings and
one-on-one interviews. Feedback from these engagement activities is listed here. Because this
is a regional plan, ideas that were not regional (i.e. those that are specific to one community)
are not listed below, but will be provided to each community separately.
The input in this section was generated in the first few months of the project, and was then
used to structure the survey and other subsequent engagement. For this reason, it may feel
repetitive.
Feedback was classified as an ‘action idea’, a ‘goal for economic development’ or a
‘measurement for economic development’.

3.1 Action ideas
The project team reviewed the action ideas and organized them theme.
Actions to improve quality of life and resident attraction
 Opportunities: regional website with links to all the community events and websites.
Transportation sharing. Advertising in other communities- spreading the word and
awareness.
 Regional website with links to everything going on
 Cross marketing/pollination of things going on in different areas
 A centralized place to get information on events/activities
 Welcome Wagon
 Recognize that the community is friendly- but not welcoming- need welcome wagon?
 Re-brand the school- Nature School – are losing too many kids who go to school in Nelson
 Web-based medical system (such as Tele-Health recently installed in Crawford Bay medical
centre)
 add emergency service (helicopter pad and perhaps the needed Satellite Fire Hall)
 Need a first aid station- we have three trained first-responders but they are not linked to
other organizations such as Boswell and District Emergency Volunteers.
 Let residents know there are subsidies for low income residents who rent, and also to
upgrade rentals
 Improve internet connectivity- work with CBT
 Need cell phone booster- a tower across the lake?
 also need improved reliable internet
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Need faster more reliable internet
Transportation – mini-bus, fast bus 2 X day so people can get in and out of Creston
Transportation- need Shuttle service up and down the lake into Creston where you can link
to Cranbrook and also to the ferry (where you can link to bus to Nelson and Trail)
Bus service to Creston and to the ferry
Transportation- bus to town 2X week
Befriend the highway
Seniors need more options- meals on wheels and help at home, yard work
Better support system- small homes complex with rentals, bulk food buying
Look at a skill-sharing system, time bank.
Leverage a small amount of paid labour (e.g., 5 hours per week) into lots of volunteer time.
Volunteers need to be organized.
higher speed internet.
Public transportation (Creston to ferry) (seniors)
public bathrooms, garbage collection,
More stuff for kids - go karts, climbing gym
Teach kids how to be self-sustainable (i.e., canning, growing, etc.)
Expand splash park - little kids only area
Events and celebrations to promote cultural diversity
Have a weekly column in the Creston advance - voices of Creston Valley Kootenay Lake where anyone of any age can submit a column so we can start hearing each other.
Work with Juice FM to have more local programming (farm updates, wildlife migrations,
discussions or local issues, call in shows)
Stop noise and air polluting motorcycles
Get rid of rats
Enhanced wheelchair access for special needs and retirees. Covered pathways between key
destinations. Connect mall to rec plex. This would create employment opportunities. Wide
enough for two wheelchairs to pass. Plowable in winter.
Community Bus service for events
Local bus from Creston to Kootenay Lake Ferry
Shuttle to ski hills
Better recycling facilities especially for larger items that don't fit in the bins
More trash cans to prevent dumping (Summit Creek Park and Ferry Landing)
Alcohol and drug services for the region
Youth programs through high school in sustainable living
Rugby, indoor soccer, wildlife programs for youth
More wilderness trips
Enforce the noise bylaws on land and water. Illegal exhaust system noise is totally
unacceptable from any vehicle or boat.
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Stricter noise and air pollution bylaws (e.g., motorcycles) and enforcement
Promote that we are a great place to live (specially to remove workers or home-based
businesses)
Bus service: this has already been explored regionally, it would be very expensive. But
maybe it’s worth revisiting.
Improvement to the ferry across Kootenay Lake (highly controversial topic as of the past
year with some unbalanced analysis of economic impacts).
Work with service providers and other stakeholders to enhance our broadband network,
and improve internet speeds for institutions, businesses, households, and surrounding rural
area.
Work with stakeholders to explore options for the provision of free internet access in the
Downtown Core, to enhance local quality of life and support tourism development.
Resident attraction campaign
Biofuel and forestry research and value addition

Continued focus on agriculture value addition and growth
 Continue collaboration with food system development (markets, harvest share, food banks)
 by-laws could be improved to support micro-farms / hobby farms
 An agriculture office could support irrigation to get people into business
 Cooperative farm at airstrip
 Community farm or cooperative farm on the current airstrip to grow food for the area.
 Mobile kitchen
 Permaculture classes here in town
 Local farm annual events
 More CSA's
 Course at the college for agricultural producers on agro-tourism
 Agricultural facilitator with connections to farmers. Could provide services online / in
person. E.g., monthly programs, new updates on pruning, well illustrated. Links to
government programs.
 Make fruit leather for school lunches
 Local pies (wheat + jams + fruit)
 Creston made noodles using local organic flour, eggs, water. For school lunches, home
cares, general public, export.
 Lobby government (in partnership with other communities) to tighten ALR rules so that the
land is used for agriculture
 Working with ALR land owners who are not using the land (or minimally using it) to open it
up, perhaps by leasing to young farmers
 Tax the living bejesus out of single home owners who do not wish to farm (on ALR land)
 Enforce existing ALR rules with regards to house size, land usage, # of houses on sites
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Community gardens
Become a hub for organics: Have the whole valley become organic or natural (no spraying) an area in Switzerland did this and is swamped with visitors to see and learn how to
duplicate their methods. E.g. Spectrum Farms, Tarzwell meats
Agricultural or forestry value added research station
Coordinate agricultural production to optimize diversity and reduce waste.
Allow animals in Town of Creston
Create food celebrations/festivals/ education events.
Support allocation of appropriate lands for agricultural infrastructure.
Provide ongoing support for the local Fields Forward partnership.
Market Park: Support a viable market for local growers by establishing permanent Farmers'
Market location(s)/ a "food venture centre"/ community-commercial kitchen
Support innovation and new farmers in the agricultural sector through initiatives like farmer
training, shared land cooperatives, and incubation programs.
Convene food/ agricultural groups to explore opportunities to collaborate, unify their
efforts, and implement recommendations from RDCK Ag Plan (2011)
Support and showcase the agricultural sector by supporting local and regional initiatives to
protect and further develop local food and farm industry and culture, including convening
agricultural groups to explore new opportunities and implement current recommendations.
Support innovation and new farmers in the agricultural sector through initiatives like farmer
training, shared land cooperatives, and incubation programs.
Support innovation and new farmers in the agricultural sector through initiatives like farmer
training, shared land cooperatives, and incubation programs.
Encourage a thriving and innovative agricultural sector by supporting agro-food businesses
in appropriate locations.
Explore the potential for a value- added cannery and packaging for local fruit and
vegetables.

Biofuel and forestry research and value addition
 Community forest opportunity (coordinate small block forestry)
 Long burn presto logs (8,10,12 hours). Made out of forest interface thinning to gain fire
protection around communities and rural homes along transport corridors. Employment
opps: thinners, factory, there is one already in Idaho. Fruit wood pruning’s as well.
 Biofuel idea + Presto log factory for waste
 Biomass from agricultural waste, interface thinning etc. (Check out Enderby's district
energy plant)
 Research the potential for biofuel development in the region
Develop tourism
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Encourage Kokanee Springs golf course or other accommodations to be a four-season
destination, flood the pond for skating, with lights at night and fire spot, cross-country trails
and snow-showing
Brand the community- like Crowsnest did
Brand the East Shore
Brand ourselves. We have a quality place with strong relationships to place.
East shore + Creston - region wide 'pad' maps or other maps
Collaborative/co-op funding for tourism
Become a Nordic centre- host ice-sculpture competition.
Alternative spiritual healing is doing well- e.g. Acutonics
Scandinavian- a hot pool spa that could support our many alternative health practitioners,
this would encourage tourists to stay over longer, and would develop a clean asset
Steam boat
Promote past history with Tech (company) as a History book- self-guided tours, trails
Water park in Kuskanook Harbour
Branding the whole area (better than Creston Valley Kootenay Lake)
Focus on marketing - branding area
Name the highway
Caravan festival
Save the wildlife centre
Destination spa
The lake - solar powered steamboat
Electric steam, electric adventure tourism boats.
Do exit interviews (with tourists)
History on Main Street or throughout the region. Plaques, murals, etc. Gets people to stop
and slow down. Include Ktunaxa history.
Biking agricultural tours (they have done this in the past)
Approach existing tour operators and help them set up agricultural tours
The tourism centre should give every visitor a little local memento (a piece of dried apple, a
flower) that highlights our agriculture. People will remember!
Don't 'roll up the streets' after September long weekend
Downtown businesses should stay open past 5 in tourist months (e.g., coffee shops)
Things like the walking map of Creston, it works to get people out. E.g. gallery tour
brochures.
Accommodation on the water (attract? Support growth of?)
Promote photography and hiking adventures, trips to connect with citizens and visitors
Wine / art combination tourism
Put Ktunaxa language and history around Creston (check out the Squamish area for
precedent).
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RV park
a video or social media campaign 'Why I love Creston Valley - Kootenay Lake' (like I love
nelson). Look in to funding. Could partner with local film makers or teach youth the skills.
Work with adjacent local governments, accommodators and community stakeholders to
explore the potential to implement the Municipal and Regional District Tax (MRDT)
Program.
Encourage tourism involved businesses and tourist campaigns to make effective use of the
Creston Valley Brand: “Growing Together” to help ensure consistent marketing in our
community.
Develop "Farm to Table Community" as a tagline for Creston.
In cooperation with adjacent local governments, support the expansion and enhancement
of the Visitor Information Centre (VIC) and explore the feasibility of hiring a festivals and
events Coordinator to improve the marketing of events to residents and potential visitors.
Develop community amenities and tourist destinations, such as future Market Park, as
contributors to the region’s economic base.

Increase business collaboration throughout the region
 Artists put art up in restaurants, etc.
 Producers/manufacturers should pool resources to get affordable regular transport run to
Calgary
 Cooperative marketing opportunities (coordinated by the Chambers perhaps)
 Farm tours or other ways of getting business familiar with the region (so they can all
recommend each other). Could be done through the Chamber.
 Develop an "All things made in Creston"/ Creston Valley brand and events, to unify and
showcase locally- made food, beverages and other products.
 Need restaurants open in the winter- maybe a new business model- one menu, call ahead
to book
 Crawford Bay food/crafts market (did it a few times this year)
 Educate people about the importance of shopping locally
 Lobby province to remove investment restrictions
 Regional collaboration could lobby BC gov. to expand security regulations to remove
restrictions on investment to opportunities.
 Listing of people who offer services
 Create a flyer with people offering services (trades, skills, home care)
 Need better information system- when the restaurants are open, markets, things to do.
 More businesses and collaborations that are mobile (i.e. festivals, markets, food trucks that
move from community to community caravan-style.
 Raise awareness about new businesses opening
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All local governments and their affiliates (e.g., Fire departments) should have procurement
rules that pertain to local businesses. E.g. they should not just look at the sticker price, but
also the 'net' price including tax revenue. Also, if the price is higher, they should talk to the
local supplier and see if they are able to do it for lower. Sometimes they are.
Put more resources in Farmers Market
Work with artisans or food producers to set up a mobile market, could go from community
to community (e.g. Monday they are in Creston, Tuesday in Nelson, etc.)
Some way of making people realize the connections between shopping locally and a thriving
area (and supporting our neighbours)
Local currency
System for barter (e.g. our own currency)
Any tenders put out from government should have a scoring component to have aboriginal
business (There is lots of precedent – see BC Hydro)
Highlight and build on success stories and business role models through awards and other
recognition
Participate in BC Buy Local Week (November 27–December 3, 2017)
Partner with community organizations, business owners and stakeholders to promote an
ongoing Shop Local Program.
Regular column in the Advance highlighting an entrepreneur and their story
Sustainable -alternative energy (collaborative with wildsight, create a local development
enterprise similar to Fields Forward, achieve a scale of planning and purchasing that
supports all communities)
Electric charging stations for cars
Truck stops for semis
Using sheep and goats for weed/grass management. Roadsides or senior’s homes. Funding
up to 50,000 from CBT. Partnerships with schools and local kid’s groups.
Walking street - no trucks and fumes
Investigate Riondel geothermal potential with the old mine (which was notorious for hot
water). Could be tied in to the grid, which goes over Riondel
Investigate solar potential
FUN signage
Get a railway siding/spur at Creston. New opportunities that would open up. (the brewery
tried it without luck. However, perhaps if there is a regional voice pushing for it to CP rail).
Encourage the Regional District of Central Kootenay (RDCK) to establish form and character
guidelines for development of businesses located outside the Town of Creston boundaries
on major thoroughfares.
Increase local purchasing and procurement
Recreation access, linkage, and promotion
Training and support for new/existing businesses
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Workforce development and attraction

Recreation access, linkage, and promotion
 Sharing of costs between communities for regional investments (parks, trails)
 educate people about the lake
 Regional park purchases in Crawford Bay to improve length of stay of visitors
 Duck Lake could be developed. Currently just ice-fishing since the Wildlife Management
Area committee now asks people to register and pay to fish in the summer. Needs road
access.
 Duck Lake needs help- full of cleavers and weeds. Not being taken care of by Wildlife
Management Area committee- we could manage it locally and hire people. Create a circle
route for walking, bird watching tower, gazebos with food, interpretive centre, promote
bass fishing, low impact recreation- current issues- regulations for hunting and fishing, road
access to the lake,
 Build a state of the art swimming pool with geo-thermal heat available in Riondel plus solar
heating- low operational costs- build a new community centre around the pool- with art
club, library, office for Riondel Commission of Management, etc. (this is big problem with
community centre needing to be rebuilt) (this idea contributed by consultant who does not
live in Riondel)
 Guerilla' signage for waterfront access (i.e. don't wait for MOT! We have the skills!)
 Widen highway or build off highway trails- bikes not safe on the highway
 Bike trails, societies should work together
 Cross country trails at the Golf course and other areas
 Trails- has been improvement in local trails- e.g. TransCanada Trail- can do more off
highway development of walking, biking, horse riding trails
 Annual Hwy 3A Bike Ride (shut down Highway 3A). Market to Canadian/US bike community.
 Kokanee spring site - really a wonderful park, access, boat rentals (e.g. Riondel)
 Creston/Wyndell stewards of land, water, air and energy could be employed to operate
services and a Kootenay Lake Regional Park facility - at the entrance to Kootenay Lake
Regional Park, Lower Kootenay Band may provide cultural guidance for visitor services.
 Water access (and walk along the water, not just to it)
 lake access,
 beach and lake access
 lake access.
 Friends of Kootenay Lake - work with them on access, signage.
 Develop/sign the Boswell boat + vardie beach kooskanook(?).
 Friends of Kootenay Lake - work with them on access, signage.
 trails
 Trails - build Creston - north
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Trails and B+Bs, stopping points, tours
Trails,
Trails
Triathlon and other events
Festival (music/arts)
Family friendly festivals (music, etc.)
Park area
Eco Park at Crawford Bay
Parks/access to Kootenay River
Clean up garbage in back woods and create ways to stop it
Clean outhouse at Duck Lake and Wildlife Ctr. Parks?!?
Accessible picnic area at Duck or other lake
Boat launch at Duck Lake
Zip line at Mt. Thomson
Parks/access to Kootenay River
Lake accessibility
In town beach at Goat River
Improve Lower Goat River Road - make it a proper swimming area with bike/pedestrian
paths.
More promotion of Marina on Kootenay Lake
Make it easier to find good hiking routes (maps, signage)
Cycling trails
More bicycle/ cycling trails.
Open the dikes to biking (no brainer). Work with farmers and LKB to do this.
Mountain biking trails
More bike trails
Open dykes for walking and bikes
Bike lanes on Hwy 34
More horse trails
More biking and walking paths
Walking trails in town connecting out to valley
Rock climbing for youth
Better baseball fields
Better baseball fields, indoor archery range
Need a ramp/stair to get up the hill by the soccer field at the Rec Centre
Develop a nicer soccer field. Having three would allow tournaments which bring economic
development
A brand-new playground
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Community run ski hill
Kayaking on the river
Sailing programs, encouraging water programs
Improved lake access
More boat access on the lake
Water access ("Perhaps LKB owns land on the water and can develop something")
More water access on river and lakes
Beach access signs along the lake (to existing site, and develop new ones with parking)
Road cycling: create and promote road cycle routes in the area ("map my ride" and other
sites). Include hotels / bnbs, if there is a shoulder, 30/50/70 km rides
Mark hiking trails with signage
better promotion of existing trails
Better signage for trails (for visitors and new residents)
Make a working bicycle path along the lake road
Walking/biking paths to West Creston that are not on the highway
X-country skiing trails
More/longer biking/walking trails throughout the town
Trails
Walking trails
More trails for families
Trails - bicycle trails and walkways
Regional bike trails: LKB would be open to using their dikes along the rivers, if others in the
area would too.
Work with MOT and others on safety improvements on highway near LKB - lighting,
shoulder widening, etc.
Open up the Goat River Channel. It’s totally possible, just political barriers. It would open up
opportunities for kayaking, fishing in the rivers
Improved lake access. 8 sites currently being reviewed for development or
enhancement. This exercise is through RDCK staff with the assistance of two Selkirk College
GIS students.
TransCanada Trail development (through Area A)
A walking community paths and trails project in Riondel

Training and support for new/existing businesses
 Business support for new businesses- Investment Coop is a good start.
 1 on 1, onsite IT and digital marketing (Google ads, selling on FB, Instagram, etc.) for local
businesses (Nelson and area does this, check and see how they fund it. Perhaps the Trust).
Better than workshops - more tailored, timing would work better for small biz.)
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Business supports for new entrepreneurs and existing businesses looking at succession
planning
Financial incentives for new and existing small business to grow
Funding for small businesses start-up and development
New business initiatives/grants to help encourage people to take risks
Training and support accessible to entrepreneurs
Make sure that entrepreneurs and potential entrepreneurs are aware of support services
for them
Continue and expand LEAP program
Enterprise facilitation (that is, 1-on-1 support to existing businesses to remove barriers and
support them in any way to grow
Cooperate with other levels of government, the local business community and other
stakeholders to foster a robust Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) Program.
Implement the YELL program in local high schools (Young Entrepreneur Leadership
Launchpad)
Research funding sources for R&D, business plans and feasibility studies
Support small businesses in reaching out to external resources for expansion, in
government procurement, and in preparing to export their products.
Better support system- small homes complex with rentals, bulk food buying
Develop software social business- share office, freelancers work together
Tiny house development - needs RDCK building codes
Become a leader in Tiny House development
More mentorship for businesses like the community investment coop
Talk to ashram + kokanee + other big employees - is anything holding back growth
Mentorship
Provide insurance for young people to work as sub-contractors
Access to financing for education
Better access to higher ed.
Get creative about rental housing situation (people with spare rooms could rent them out,
collocate with senior’s homes, part time work on farms, motels in winter)
Local governments could buy a few houses and rent them out, this would help with rental
crisis
Establish a mentorship program to enable businesses to access senior's knowledge and
time.
Support and expand resident and worker recruitment efforts, such as through a Creston
Valley marketing campaign, web-based marketing, and efforts specifically oriented towards
young families, to grow the local workforce and maintain or improve community service
levels.
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Assist with coordination of casual/ temporary employee recruitment and education/
training on recruitment.
Work with local educational/ training institutes to support expansion of local opportunities
for skills training and career programs, including marketing, succession planning, Food Safe,
social media, etc.
Explore the causes of youth unemployment, and work to connect local businesses with
youth employment programs (federally, provincially and/or through CBT), local schools and
post-secondary institutions.
Develop job shadow prospects, career days, trades training and other ways to train and
build Band capacity of individual members

Other
 Conduct a feasibility study for energy alternatives, including district energy, micro-hydro on
water supply, biomass, photovoltaics, etc.
 Streamline access to services such as BC Tel, Highways, Fortis (no workers now in the area)
 Until every business storefront is leased, there should be incentives for businesses to locate
there, not an increase in taxes!
 Bring LKB on as voting members in the RDCK. There is precedent (See ACRD)
 Moving 'regional' meetings around the region. Not just always in Creston. Not fair!
 Complete an economic development plan, including an assessment of economic assets and
limitations
 Explore re-investing in the “Invest Kootenay” program as a step toward an Economic
Development Officer position
 Develop regulations to permit food trucks and other vendors in outdoor spaces.
Other (Business idea)
 Create some excitement on the lake- a few houseboats to rent, accommodating places to
park
 Take advantage of legalizing marijuana- promote BC Bud Boutique?
 Need more workers for home care- yard care, house cleaning, etc.
 Fast food restaurants i.e. McDonalds. They help youth have a job, teach responsibility,
contribute to local economy
 Take Saan Store open it up to Micro stores/ Booths
 Better women's clothing
 Climbing gym
 Clothing stores
 Shoe stores
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3.2 Goals for economic development
The following goals were determined by asking respondents at various events “what does
success look like to you?” and “How can we measure that success?”
The following objectives and indicators came up from those discussion. This is an early list of
goals is being refined throughout the project.

THEMES OF SUCCESS
ADDRESS AFFORDABILITY
IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL
SECTOR
IMPROVED BUSINESS AND
ECONOMY
BUSINESS SUPPORT AND
COOPERATION
COMMUNITY WELL- BEING
GOOD JOBS

ENVIRONMENT AND
SUSTAINABILITY
GROWTH IN TOURISM
IMPROVED SERVICES
PLANNING AND LAND USE
RECREATION AND ACCESS

NEW RESIDENTS ARE COMING
TO THE AREA

OBJECTIVES





Affordable housing
affordable daycare
Local food production
Thriving agro-food sector


























Year-round business
More business diversity
Improved employment rate and job creation
Higher incomes and reduced inequality
Buy local
Businesses are supported
Basic needs are met, full schools, happy residents,
Well-paid jobs
more opportunities for youth
year-round employment
job training
Be more sustainable
More wayfinding
More sustainable tourism
more overnight stays
Improved health services transportation, internet
support for vulnerable populations
Have a cohesive community plan
More events and activities
better lake access
more and improved trails, parks and campgrounds
walking/biking infrastructure
Have more young families
People are moving to and move back to the area
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3.3 Measurement for economic development
In order to measure the success of the plan, the following potential measurements have been
identified by community members, stakeholders, businesses and other stakeholders:

Theme
Address affordability

Agriculture

Business and
economy












Business support and
cooperation









Community wellbeing








Indicator or Measure of success
Number of rental units available
Average rental price
Number of new affordable housing projects
Farm net income (or other Census of Agriculture statistic that
makes most sense)
# of agro-tourism opportunities in the area
Agricultural worker unemployment
Median income, % of population above/below median, or income
quartiles
Difference between highest and lowest median income among
Creston, Lower Kootenay Band, and Areas A, B and C
Gini coefficient (Surviving not Thriving had a Gini Coefficient for
the area)
Number of new businesses
# of vacant store fronts
Lower unemployment rate
% of the area covered by advanced broadband
# of businesses reporting that they are able to access qualified
staff (ie from BRE report)
is there sufficient serviced land and suitable buildings (would need
to be from BRE type interviews)
do start up and established businesses feel they have access to all
the business support they need (from BRE type interviews)
Living wage, and % of people below the living wage
Low income Measure: 50% of adjusted family median income
(adjusted based on family size?)
How frequently do you find yourself just getting by financially or
living pay-cheque to pay-cheque? (question from Happiness
survey, could serve as baseline)
Households in core housing need
Households that pay more than 30% of gross income on housing
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Good jobs








Environment and
sustainability
Growth in tourism



Improved services






New residents are
coming to the area
Planning and land use
Recreation and access








# of households using the BC Housing rent subsidies.
Statistic on Homelessness or vulnerably housed
# of Kids accessing school lunch programs.
Some measure of food banks and how many people / pounds of
food they service (though, would need to be refined to be clear
about direction of preference)
Unemployment figures (including youth unemployment)
% of people on EI and other social assistances
People are earning the wage they want (from Happiness report
card)
People are working the number of hours they want (and how
many hours more or less than your ideal are you working) (I don’t
think this is being collected anywhere yet, but Laura mentioned
that it is important in the Kootenays, that is why people move
there!).
People are working in jobs that match their skill level (I don’t think
this is being collected anywhere.).
Will you be doing the Happiness report card survey again?
o
# of visitors per year (how to measure? Visitor Centre, Creston
website, other)
# of room nights (increasingly difficult to capture due to AirBnB)
More tourist retention to increase length of stay (eco-tourism)
Use of bus system (with expanded service) - # of trips. # of
housing units + wait lists
Better services particularly for elderly residents and low-income
residents.
More street lamps
Families moving to Creston valley :)
Number of new families to the area per year
Existence of a cohesive community plan
Number of events held per year
Number of new trails, signs etc.
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